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Nonlinear Optics at weak lights and Quantum Optics 

Nonlinear Optics at Weak Light and Quantum Coherent Optics 
 

This section summarizes the main research activities in 2005, performed within the 
division of “Nonlinear Optics at Weak Light and Quantum Coherent Optics”. In 2005 our 
division made a great progress in the following respects: 
 
1. The research in slow-light and the giant nonlinear optics which led by Prof. Guoquan 

Zhang, has attracted the interest from the colleagues, especially from Thales R&T 
Center. And Dr. Fang BO in this group won the OSA student traveling award due to 
his contribution to this achievement; 

2. Study of photonic lattice and the optical discrete behavior led by Prof. Chen, have 
been going well. And Chen’s group has been keeping one of the top research teams in 
this area. Meanwhile Dr Lou has finished the first work on this topic which was 
totally carried out in TEDA lab. 

3. The new research topic on the optical-magnetic-optic effect has been started up, led 
by Prof. Qian Sun. And they have got some marvelous results to make this topic 
become one of the main-stream directions in our division. 

4. The research in the photorefractive nonlinear optics is going along well. And our 
reputation in this area has been greatly promoted this year. We successfully organized 
the 11th international photorefractive nonlinear optics conference. In this topic, the 
study of ultraviolet PR effect has been under a deep investigation, especially in 
PMMA materials.  

5. Besides, we also make a progress in the ultra-fast nonlinear optics by Dr. Qiang Wu, 
who has build up several experimental measurements, especially two-dimensionally 
spectral imaging, which pay a solid path for our future research. And the lab for light 
transmission in quantum coherent ensembles has almost be finished by Prof. Zhang 
and Dr. Gao, and the photonics detection system, low-temperature system, 
micro-scanning system have been under constructions. In addition, the topic about 
weak-light nonlinear optical effect in micro-fluid systems was under discussion, 
mainly investigated by Dr. Xuanyi Yu. 

 
In summary, even though we have progressed a lot this year, our division is also at 

the beginning stage. We hope that our group will grow up next year and become the 
world-leading group in the near future. 
 
 
                       

                                           Prof.  Jingjun Xu 
2006-1-20 
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Transition between super- and subluminal light propagation in 
room-temperature Bi12SiO20 crystals 

 
Fang Bo, Guoquan Zhang, and Jingjun Xu 

 
We have achieved superluminal light propagation with a negative group velocity Vg = -5.7 m/s in 

a room-temperature photorefractive Bi12SiO20 crystal by using the dispersive phase coupling effect in 
a nondegenerate two-wave mixing process. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first experimental 
demonstration of superluminal light propagation at room temperature in solids by using a classical 
wave mixing technique. We have realized the tunability of the group velocity of light even between 
the negative (superluminal light) and the positive (subluminal light) by simply tuning the experimental 
conditions such as the frequency of the coupling beam Ω, the incident intensity Ip, and the externally 
applied electric fields E. As an example, Fig. 1 shows the dependences of Vg on Ip and E. This 
technique can be used as controllable optical delay/advance lines. 
 
References 
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Fig. 1 The tunable properties of Vg. (a) dependences of Vg on Ip with E = 8 kV/cm at Ω = 14 Hz and 62 Hz, 
respectively. (b) E-dependence of Vg with Ip = 19.5 mW/cm2 at Ω = 2 Hz and 40 Hz, respectively. Other 
parameters for both cases: the peak intensity of the signal beam Ipeak = 0.1 mW/cm2, the grating spacing Λ = 
21.3 μm, and the period time of the sinusoidal signal beam T = 30 ms. 
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Nonvolatile two-step, two-color holographic recording 
sensitivity with continuous-wave lights in LiNbO3:Fe 

 
Yan Shen, Guoquan Zhang, Bo Fu, Qingjun Xu and Jingjun Xu 

 
 

We have studied theoretically the nonvolatile two-step, two-color holographic 
recording sensitivity based on the two-center model (the deep-trap and the shallow-trap 
centers are Fe2+/Fe3+ and NbLi

4+/NbLi
5+, respectively). We find that, under the same 

recording conditions, the sensitivity of the near-stoichiometric LiNbO3:Fe is much higher 
than that of the congruent LiNbO3:Fe. We show that the recording sensitivity is 
proportional to the concentration of NbLi

4+ in the crystal and the intensity of the gating light. 
Moreover, using short-wavelength gating lights and high-concentration Fe dopant are other 
two possible ways to improve the sensitivity. 

 
Fig. 1 Two-step, two-color holographic recording sensitivities at various experimental conditions for 

the near-stoichiometric LiNbO3:Fe with a Li molar concentration of 49.5% ( sS : the dashed 
curves) and the congruent one with a Li molar concentration of 48.6% ( S : the solid curves). (a) 
depicts the dependences of the recording sensitivity on 0UI  with 0RI  set to be 5×104 W/m2; 

(b) is the 0RI -dependences of the recording sensitivity with a gating intensity of 1.0×104 W/m2. 
 
References 
[1] Y. S. Bai and R. Kachru, Phys. Rev. Lett. 78, 2944 (1997). 
[2] L. Hesselink, S. S. Orlov,et.al, Science 282, 1089 (1998). 
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60308005 and 60108001) and the Key Project of NSFC (No. 10334010). It is also partially sponsored 
by the Key Project of Chinese Ministry of Education (No. 104054) and the Cultivation Fund of the 
Key Scientific and Technical Innovation Project, Ministry of Education of China (No. 704012). 
Published on Optics Communications.256/1-3: 24 (2005). 
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Influence of thermal treatment on two-color holography in 
near-stoichiometric lithium niobate 

 
Bo Fu, Guoquan Zhang, Xiangming Liu, Yan Shen, Jingjun Xu 

 
 

We studied the influence of oxidization and reduction on the two-color holographic 
storage properties of near-stoichiometric lithium niobate (SLN). Three SLN crystals were 
used in our experiment: an as-grown one, an oxidized one that was annealed in the air for 
6 hours at 745 ºC and denoted as SLN1, a reduced one that was reduced in argon gas of 
high purity for 3 hours at 745 ºC and denoted as SLN2. In the experiments, an incoherent 
ultraviolet light at 365 nm was employed as a gating beam. Two extraordinarily polarized 
recording beams at 780nm from a Diode Laser were set to be of equal intensity of 1.78 
W/cm2 with an external crossing angle of 32.8º at the incident crystal surface. We 
measured the parameters of interest for holographic storage such as diffraction efficiency, 
sensitivity and dynamic range. The results show that the diffraction efficiency, the 
sensitivity and the dynamics range of SLN increase after reduction, while they decrease 
after oxidation, as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. We attributed the observed increase in the 
diffraction efficiency, the sensitivity and the dynamic range to the increase in the 
concentration of the bipolarons after the reduction, which increase the absorption at the 
gating wavelength and therefore the gating is more effective in the reduced SLN than the 
oxidized SLN.  
 

References: 
[1] H. Guenther, R. Macfarlane, Y. Furukawa, et al., Appl.Opt. 37, 7611-7623 (1998). 
[2] K. Buse, A. Adibi, D. Psaltis, Nature 393, 665-668 (1998). 
 
 

Fig. 1: Dependence of the Sensitivity on the 
gating intensity for three samples. 
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A recursion formula for reflectance of stratified holographic 
grating layers intervened with homogeneous buffer layers 

 
Weiyue Che, Guoquan Zhang, Bin Han, and Jingjun Xu 

 
 

We derived a recursion formula for the reflectance of stratified holographic grating layers 
intervened with homogeneous buffer layers. The reflection spectrum of such a stratified optical 
element was studied. It is shown that transparencies appear within the stop-band of the reflection 
spectrum of the volume holographic gratings due to the existence of the intervening homogeneous 
buffer layers. The influences of the buffer layer thickness on the reflection spectrum were studied. We 
found that the number of pass bands increased and the band-width became narrower when the number 
of the grating and buffer layers increased. The number of the transparencies within the stop-band was 
found to be equal to the number of the buffer layers. Because of the pectinate profile of the reflectance 
spectrum for the above stratified structures, multi-channel narrow pass band filtering can be achieved 
in such a structure under proper operating parameters. We also found that the reflection spectrum of 
such a stratified optical element is highly dispersive which can be used to generate subluminal and 
superluminal light propagation.  

 

 
Fig.1. Reflectance spectra for different layer number N and for different thickness of 

holographic gratings d. 
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[3] J. J. Monz´on, T. Yonte, L. L. S´anchez-Soto, “Characterizing the reflectance of periodic layered 
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White-light photorefractive phase mask 
Yuanmei Gao, SiminLiu, Ru Guo, Xiaohua Zhang, Yi Lu 

 
  Volume photorefractive phase mask has been fabricated with incoherent white light 
from an incandescent source in LiNbO3: Fe self-defocusing photorefractive crystal for the 
first time to our knowledge. It can guide and modulate a probe white light or a laser beam 
and can be used to transmit an incoherent dark image as the guided modes of the 
waveguides induced by white-light dark spatial solitons. This also proves the existence of 
photorefractive nonlinearity of white light. 

     

    

(a)                (b)                   (c)                 (d) 

Fig1. White light phase masks in LiNbO3: Fe crystal fabricated amplitude masks 
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[4] A. Kasapi, M. Jain, G. Y. Yin, and S. E. Harris, “Electromagnetically Induced 
Transparency: Propagation Dynamics,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 74, 2447-2451 (1995). 

[5] B. Fischer, M. Cronin-Golomb, J. O. White, and A. Yariv, “Real-time phase conjugate 
window for one-way optical field imaging through a distortion,”  
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Spatiotemporal coherence of white light beams trapped within 
dark spatial solitons 

 

Chun-Fu Huang, Ru Guo, Si-min Liu, Nan Zhu Da-Yun Wang, Yuan-Mei Gao, LuYi 
 

We study experimentally and theoretically temporal and spatial coherence of white 
light beam through its interaction with a coherent dark spatial soliton in LiNbO3: Fe 
noninstantaneous nonlinear self-defocusing crystal. Experimental observations show that 
during this process a portion of the white light beam is trapped within the dark notch of 
the dark spatial soliton, thus forming a sharp intensity spike. Moreover, numerical 
simulations show that in this region the coherence length of white light beam increases 
from ~11 μm to 1200 μm  after 6 mm  of propagation for almost all frequencies. We 
find that the intensity spike of each frequency of white light increases with the increase of 
frequency. While the spatial coherence length of each frequency of white light decreases 
with the increase of frequency.  

                              
     
          

   
   
 

 
                       

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reference: 
[1] L. Mandel and E. Wolf, Optical Coherence and Quantum Optics, Cambridge 

University Press, New York, 1995. 
[2] N.V. Bogodaev, L.I. Ivleva, A.S. Korshunov, N.M. Polozkov, and V.V. Shkunov, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 

B 10 (1993) 2287. 
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Fig.1.Photographs and intensity profiles of the coherent dark soliton and 
the incoherent white light beam guided in the dark notch 

Fig.2. (a) Propagation dynamic of an incoherent white light along a 6 mm  
LiNbO3:Fe self-defocusing crystal.(b) input (dashed curved) and output (solid 
curved) intensities of the incoherent white light at 6z ≈ mm . 
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Interaction between a dark stripe and a two-dimensional 
photonic lattice with fully incoherent white light 

 
Xiaohua Zhang, Simin Liu, Ru Guo, Dayun Wang, Zhaohong Liu, Yi Lu 
 
 

Two-dimensional nonlinear photonic lattices are created with fully incoherent 
white light emitted from an incandescent lamp in the self-defocusing photovoltaic 
media. We study experimentally the interaction of a dark stripe with such a nonlinear 
photonic lattice and observe a novel type of composite state. The composite state is 
generated by coupling of localized stripe and the periodic pixles nearest neighboring 
to the stripe.  

 

 

(a)              (b)                 (c)                (d) 

c 

                              

      (e)                 (f)                (g)               (h) 

 

      (i)                 (j)                   (k)                 (l) 

Fig1. Interaction of a lattice with a dark stripe beam. 
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Photovoltic Gray Spatial Solitons in Photorefractive crystal 

Zhu Nan, Guo Ru, Liu Si-Min, Huang Chun-Fu, Wang Da-Yun, Gao Yuan-Mei 
 
 

Plane waves are absolutely stable against small modulations in self-defocusing media, 
the dark spatial soliton exist only in the form localized dark hole on the plane wave 
background. Base on such modulation stability we present the evolution equations for 
one-dimensional gray spatial solitons supported by the photovoltaic self-defocusing 
nonlinearity and its stationary solution in photovoltaic photorefractive crystal LiNbO3:Fe. 
We investigate numerically the properties associated with these gray solitons, such as 
soliton profile and its phase distribution for different values of soliton grayness, and the 
normalized transverse velocity and the normalized FWHM of photovoltaic gray soliton as 
functions of normalized intensity and degree of grayness. These properties can be steered 
by adjusting the relative phase difference on either side of the soliton wave. Both 
similarities and differences between photovoltaic gray solitons and screening gray 
solitons are emphasized, such as in a certain range of parameters their total phase shift 
can exceed π  i.e., they become “darker than black”. 

   
 
 
 
 
Reference: 
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      Trillo S, Torruellas W. Spatial solution [M]. Springer-Verlag Berlin, 2001 
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Fig.1. transverse velocity v of a 
photovoltaic gray soliton as a 
function of ρ and m  

Fig.2. Normalized intensity profile of a 
photovoltaic gray soliton at 1ρ = and for 
various of the grayness factor m  
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Transmission of digital images consisting of white-light dark 
solitons 

Yuanmei Gao, Simin Liu, Ru Guo, Zhaohong Liu, Tao Song 
 
 
The distortion-free digital image is transmitted through parallel propagation of 

white-light photovoltaic dark solitons. The waveguide channels induced by white-light 
dark solitons can guide both the laser beam and the white-light beam well. We determine 
experimentally the critical separations of the dark solitons in the directions parallel and 
perpendicular to the crystalline c axis, respectively, for the given crystal thickness. 

    

     

Fig.1. Digits-images transmitting with white-light photorefractive solitons  

       

          Fig.2. Experimental solitons rows of white light 
 

Reference: 
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The circular and elliptic white-light dark spatial solitons in a 
photovoltaic self-defocusing nonlinear medium 

 
Yuanmei Gao, Simin Liu, Ru Guo, Zhaohong Liu, Tao Song, Nan Zhu 

 
 

We observed circular white-light dark spatial solitons in photovoltaic self-defocusing 
LiNbO3: Fe crystal using an ordinary incandescent lamp as light source (a line source) 
with the filament of the bulb parallel to the crystalline c axis. Besides the above condition, 
the formation of the elliptic soliton needs an additive condition that the crystalline c axis 
is parallel to the minor axis of dark elliptic spot.  
 

           c 
Fig.1. Profiles of dark-spot-bearing beam at input-output faces of the crystal and the probe 
beam at the output face of the crystal with tungsten-halogen lamp as light source 

     

     

Fig.2. Profiles of an dark-spot-bearing beam at input-output faces of the crystal and the 
probe beam at the output face of the crystal with incandescent lamp as light source: the 
images in the top row with c axis of the crystal perpendicular to the filament of the 
incandescent lamp; the images in the bottom row with c axis parallel to the filament. 
Reference: 
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(1994) 3211. 
[3] G. C. Valley, M. Segev, B. Crosignani, A. Yariv, M. Fejev, and M. Bashaw, Phys. Rev. 

A 50 (1994) R4457. 
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Coherence enhancement of spatially incoherent light beams 
through soliton interaction in logarithmically  saturable 

nonlinear media 
 

Huang Chun-Fu, Guo Ru, Liu Si-Min 
 
 

We investigate numerically the interaction between incoherent spatial solitons in a 
nonlinear medium with logarithmic saturable nonlinearity base on the coherent density 
approach. Numerical simulations show that both the intensity and the spatial coherence can 
be greatly enhanced through soliton interaction. At the same time, we show that the soliton 
interaction can be controlled by the total partial incoherence, which can not only suppress 
the coherent soliton interaction such as attractive, repulsive or exchange energy, but also 
induce weak attractive due to incoherent superimposition of two incoherent solitons. 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
References: 
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Fig.1.the existent curve of incoherent solitons 
in logarithmically  saturable nonlinear media 

Fig.2. the effect of the incoherence 0θ  to the soliton interaction when 0=φ  

(a) 0 0θ = ；(b) 0 3 mradθ = ；(c) 0 6 mradθ =  
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Modulation instability of broad beam in self-defocusing 
photorefractive crystal LiNbO3: Fe 

 
Nan Zhu, Ru Guo, Simin Liu, Zhaohong Liu, Tao Song 

 
 

We report on the experimental observation of the modulation instability of 
quasi-plane-wave beams in the self-defocusing photorefractive crystal LiNbO3:Fe. 
Theoretical analysis shows that this modulation instability is ascribed as the nonlocal 
respond of refractive index to the optical illumination. Our analysis also indicates that the 
perturbation periods depend on the ratio of the optical beam’s intensity to that of the dark 
irradiance. The agreement between experiment and theory for the perturbation period is 
good. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure.  The intensity structure at the output plane of the nonlinear crystal: the light 
intensity distribution at different illumination times(top) and the index change tested by 
an expanded and collimated laser, respectively (bottom) 
 
References 
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Time-Resolved Femtosecond Degenerate Four-Wave Mixing  
in LiNbO3:Fe,Mg Crystal 

 
 

Wang Zhenhua, Zhang Xinzheng, and Xu Jingjun 
 

 
Forward degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM) processes are investigated with a 

femtosecond pulse laser in lithium niobate crystal doubly-doped with magnesium and 
iron. The laser is operated at 520 nm with pulse duration of 200 fs. The pulse energy 
dependence reveals a pure third-order nonlinear response, and the third-order nonlinear 
susceptibility χ(3) in the material is evaluated to be 4.96×10-13 esu. The time-resolved 
DFWM process shows a response time of χ(3) shorter than 100 fs, which is due to the 
nonresonant electronic nonlinearities. Our results indicate that LiNbO3 crystals have 
potentials for ultrafast real-time optical processing systems, which require a large and fast 
χ(3) optical nonlinearity. 

 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 1: Time-resolved third-order nonlinear susceptibility in LN:Fe, Mg by DFWM. 
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Improvement of precision and SNR in time-resolved  
fluorescent spectroscopy 

 
Wang Kun, Zhang Xinzheng, and Wang Zhenhua 

 
 
When the gating time is far larger than the response time of the electronic gate, the 

sampling gate can be assumed rectangular. Under this approximation, we simulated the 
time-resolved fluorescent decay influenced by the random noise. We found that the 
longer the gate width the higher the signal to noise ratio, and the precision is determined 
mainly by the sample interval. The relative intensity between two components in 
multi-exponential fluorescent decay has been deduced. The theoretical analysis is 
coincident with the experimental results in GaP sample. By increasing the gating time and 
keeping small sample interval, we measured the fluorescent lifetime in LN:Er crystal at 
nanosecond time scale. 
 
 
 
References 
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Observation of strong stimulated photorefractive scattering and 
self-pumped phase conjugation in LiNbO3:Mg in the ultraviolet 

 
Haijun Qiao, Yasuo Tomita, Jingjun Xu, Qiang Wu, Guoquan Zhang and Guangyin Zhang 

 
 

Since the first demonstration of self-pumped phase conjugation (SPPC) in BaTiO3 the physical 
mechanism and applications of SPPC have been studied extensively. Although stimulated 
photorefractive backscattering was found to generate SPPC, reported experiments were performed 
in the visible. With the development of ultraviolet lasers and the increasing demands for 
high-resolution photolithography and laser-beam control in the ultraviolet, it would be necessary to 
use SPPC in the ultraviolet as well. In this work, we report on what we believe to be the first 
demonstration of ultraviolet SPPC by stimulated photorefractive backscattering that results from 
large two-wave coupling gains in highly Mg-doped LiNbO3. 

In the experiment we used a congruent LiNbO3 crystal doped with 5 mol% Mg that was above 
the optical damage threshold. An Ar+ laser operating at 351 nm was employed as a light source. We 
found that the crystal had the coupling gain coefficient as large as 16.1 cm-1 with the gain direction 
from the +c to -c crystal axis. Stimulated photorefractive backscattering was observed by simply 
passing the focused laser beam through the sample along the +c axis. We found that the morphology 
of backscattering patterns was strongly dependent on the distance between the crystal and the focal 
point, as shown in Fig.1 (where a minus value corresponds to the focal point inside the crystal). It 
can be seen that backscattering patterns mostly consist of a group of tiny speckles. Yet, the tiny 
speckles merged into a single spot at the distance of ~0.2 mm. This single spot beam was found to 
be a phase-conjugate replica of an incident beam. We proved it by intentionally inserting a phase 
distorter in the beam path between the lens and the crystal. The self-pumped phase-conjugate 
reflectivity of approximately 10% was obtained when the input beam intensity was 483 kW/cm2.  

 
Fig. 1: Backscattering patterns at different distances. 
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On the dark-decay behaviors of photorefractive gratings in Mg-doped 
near stoichiometric lithium niobate crystals at 351 nm 

 
Haijun Qiao, Jingjun Xu, Guoquan Zhang, Dengsong Zhu, Wei Li, Xuanyi Yu, Guangyin Zhang  

and Yasuo Tomita 
 
 
We studied the photorefractive properties of magnesium doped near stoichiometric lithium 

niobate crystals in the near-ultraviolet at 351 nm. Dark-decay behaviors of the photorefractive 
gratings were particularly investigated in detail. It was found that the photorefraction was increased 
with increasing magnesium concentrations, and with increasing the [Li]/[Nb] ratio as well. We also 
noticed that the dark-decay dynamics was strongly dependent on magnesium concentrations.  

In particular, a dark build-up behavior after short recording, as similar to that seen in BaTiO3, 
was observed in heavily magnesium doped crystals. A decay dark behavior, as similar to two-color 
nonvolatile recording during readout, was also found in heavily magnesium doped crystals. Yet the 
latter trend was much prominent in lightly magnesium doped crystals. The two typical dark-decay 
behaviors observed in one sample seemed self-contradictory to each other. Such unusual 
phenomena can be partly explained within the framework of multi-center model, but the 
underlaying grating-formation mechanism needs more investigations. 

 
 

Table 1. Materials and photoprefreactive parameters of the five samples at 351 nm. 
 

Samples CLN SLN SMg02 SMg1 SMg2 

Thickness along the b axis (mm) 0.494 0.860 0.703 0.703 0.746 

Mg concentration (mol. %) 0 0 0.2 1.0 2.0 
[Li]/([Li]+[Nb]) ratio in the crystal (%) 48.6 49.8 50.2 49.88 49.34 
Maximum index change Δnmax (×10-5) 2.73 4.94 2.27 3.03 4.59 
Two-beam coupling gain Γ (cm-1) 7.2 NM 4.4 9.9 11.8 
Photorefractive time constant τ (s) 8.1 6.3 3.5 1.4 0.12 
Photoconductivity σp (×10-12 cm/Ω·W) 0.27 0.35 0.46 1.6 18.6 
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The photo-assisted wet-etching effect in lithium niobate crystals by 
laser irradiation at different wavelengths 

 
Xuanyi Yu, Jingjun Xu, Haijun Qiao, Baiquan Tang, Hua Yu 

 
 

With the development of photonic micro-structure devices, the research on fabricating 
three-dimensional photonic structure in lithium niobate (LiNbO3) crystals is in the ascendant. 
Several techniques such as plasma etching, ion beam etching, electron beam etching and ablation 
are developed so far. Besides them, the wet-etching technique has been widely used in various 
materials, and has been used to detect the domain and defect structure in LiNbO3 crystals. The 
photo-assisted wet-etching has also been the subject of many research interests, in which the 
material is immersed in a cell filled with the etchant and exposed to light illumination of several 
mW/cm2 to a few W/cm2. Till now, many aspects remain unclear such as etching anisotropy and 
dopant-selective etching which add further versatility to this technique. 

The photo-assisted wet-etching effects were investigated in z-cut lithium niobate wafers. 
Through the investigation on the etching behavior in the LiNbO3 crystals with different dopants and 
under illumination of different wavelengths, it is found that both of them influence the 
photo-assisted wet-etching process. In the crystals of LN:Mg,Fe, the photo-assisted etching process 
was suppressed under all the wavelengths of 532nm, 488nm and 351nm, while totally different 
phenomena were observed in the undoped one. The involved mechanism is tentatively explained by 
the passivating action of the fluorine ion that is accelerated or inhibited due to the illuminating light. 
The results are of interest to the fabrication of photonic surface-microstructure and to the 
clarification on the mechanism of the photo-assisted wet-etching effect in LiNbO3 crystals.  

 
Fig. 1: (a) The illuminated region under the optical microscope in LN:Mg,Fe.(μm), 

(b) (c) (d)The SEM view of region A and B after etching. 
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Coherent backscattering, phase conjugation, and waveguide in 
photovoltaic media 

 
Qiang Wu, Zhenhua Wang, Tiezheng Wang, Jingjun Xu, Romano Rupp, and Sveta Bugaychuk 

 
We studied the coherent backscattering for a converging beam in typical photovoltaic media, 

LiNbO3:Fe crystals and paid special attention to the complicated interaction among the incident light, 
changed scattering centers, and nonlinearity of the crystal. By controlling the interaction, we changed 
the temporally fluctuant backscattering speckles with random phases to be one phase conjugate wave 
of the incident light; meanwhile the random scattering centers could be self-arranged into order. And 
at the same time, a waveguide was formed in the sample. These results not only are interesting for the 
study of coherent backscattering, but also give a good reference for phase conjugation and waveguide 
in the photovoltaic crystals. And our experimental results also point to a new type of phase 
conjugation. 
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Refractive index changes by electrically induced domain reversal in a 
c-cut slab of LiNbO3 

 
Feng Gao, Jingjun Xu,a_ Boxia Yan, Jianghong Yao, Bo Fu, Zhenhua Wang, Jiwei Qi, Baiquan 

Tang and Romano A. Rupp 
 

Refractive index changes caused by electrically induced domain reversal are investigated by 
light diffraction from domains in periodically poled LiNbO3. Light diffraction from this type of 
refractive index modulation is calculated theoretically thus providing an effective and damage-free 
technique to characterize periodically poled materials. Examplarily, the refractive index modulation 
and the duty cycle are determined. The refractive index modulation obtained by electrically induced 
domain reversal is in the order of magnitude of 10−5. 

 

 
 
Fig. 1: Diffraction pattern of a PPLN sample with a period of 25 _m. The beams below the 
diffracted beams are reflections from the surface of the sample. 
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Observation of superluminal and slowdown light3 propagation in 
doped lithium niobate crystals 

 
Feng Gao, Jingjun Xu , Haijun Qiao, Qiang Wu, Yin Xu, Guoquan Zhang 

 
 
We investigate the group velocity of light in a one-dimensional volume grating inside lithium 

niobate crystals doped with different impurities. The superluminal and slowdown light propagations 
are both observed in the crystals. The relationships between the group refractive index and the 
grating amplitude and phase shift are presented and discussed. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: The dependence of the normalized group velocity on the diffraction efficiency and the phase 
mismatch.  
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Observation of higher-band defect modes in two-dimensional 
photonic lattices  

 
Igor Makasyuk, Zhigang Chen* and Jianke Yang 

 
Here we report the first experimental demonstration of BG guidance of a light beam in 

optically-induced 2D photonic lattices with a single-site negative defect. In such a defect, the 
refractive index has its minimum as compared to that in the surrounding “rods” (akin to an “air 
defect” in photonic crystals or hollow-core PCF [1, 2], and much alike all-solid low-index-core PCF 
[5]). We observe that a probe beam at different wavelengths is spatially confined in the defect 
during its linear propagation, although the defect is repulsive and the beam itself has no nonlinear 
self-action. The observed “guidance” of light in the negative defect arises from linear propagation 
of the DM formed in the spatial BG of the photonic lattice, which is fundamentally different from 
linear guidance by TIR or nonlinear self-guidance as in a spatial soliton. In particular, we show that 
the “guided” patterns by the defect display fine spatial structures such as dipole and vortex cells 
which arise from the DM excited at higher BGs. Our theoretical analysis finds good agreement with 
experimental observations. 

 
 

Fig. 1: Top panel: Intensity pattern of a 2D 
induced lattice with a single-site negative 
defect at crystal input (a) and output (b, c). 
The defective lattice can disappear (b) or 
survive (c) after propagating through the 
20-mm long crystal. (d) 3D plots of a guided 
pattern by the defect. Bottom panel: Intensity 
patterns of DM under different lattice 
conditions. (a) lattice spacing Λ=27 μm, bias 
field E= 2.6 kV/cm; (b) Λ=42 μm, E= 2.4 
kV/cm; (c) Λ=42 μm, E= 3.0 kV/cm. (d) 
zoom-in interferogram of (c) with a plane 
wave where arrows indicate location of 
vortices. 

 
Fig. 2. (a): Bandgap structure of a 2D 
uniform lattice (circles indicate points where 
Bloch modes are analyised). (b): a Bloch 
wavefunction ψ(x, y) at point D; (c): a linear 
superposition of Bloch functions ψ(x, y) and 
ψ(x, y)  with a -phase delay. Upper panel 
shows intensity patterns and lower panel the 
phase plots.  
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Self-trapping of charge-2 vortices in optically induced 
 photonic lattices  

 
Anna Bezryadina, Eugenia Eugenieva, Anita Fors, Jingjun Xu

 
and Zhigang Chen* 

 
Optically-induced lattices have served as a test bench for studying many fascinating light 

behaviors due to their novel physics as well as potential applications in light-routing and navigation 
[1, 2]. One of the interesting phenomena is vortex propagation in such photonic lattices. 
Fundamental vortex (charge-1) solitons in lattices have been predicted [3] and successfully 
observed in experiment [4]. However, the existence and stability of higher-order discrete vortex 
solitons remains to be a topic of only theoretical interest. Here we report the experimental 
demonstration of charge-2 vortex solitons in 2D lattices of partially coherent light. In linear lattices, 
both on-site and off-site excitations lead to stable quasi-vortex solitons, somewhat different from 
quadrupole or cross-dipole structures. In nonlinear lattices, the vortex-induced lattice deformation 
depends on the lattice potential as controlled by nonlinearity as well as coherence. Our experimental 
observations are corroborated by numerical simulations.  

 
Fig. 1. Left panels: A vortex beam of 
topological charge m=2 (left) propagating 
in an optically-induced waveguide lattice 
(right). Shown are the input intensity 
pattern and interferogram of the vortex 
(left) and off-site (top) and on-site 
(bottom) vortex orientations in the square 
lattice (right). Right panels: Numerical 
simulation of the charge-2 vortex for 
off-site excitation. Shown are the input 
intensity and interferogram of the vortex 
at input (left), and the intensity and phase 
patterns of the self-trapped vortex after 
8-mm of propagation.  
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Experimental demonstration of 
charge-2 (m=+2) quasi-vortex solitons 
for both off-site (top) and on-site (bottom) 
excitations. (a) Diffraction of  

the vortex at low bias field of 1.2 kV/cm. (b) Self-trapping of the vortex at high bias field of 3.4 kV/cm. The 
vortex breaks up into major 4 spots as in a charge-1 discrete vortex soliton but with different phase structure. 
(c, d) Interference of the vortex beam with a broad coherent beam (quasi-plane wave), showing the two spots 
in one diagonal are in phase but are out-of-phase with the two spots in the other diagonal. (The background 
noise is mainly from the plane wave).  
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Defect Solitons in Photonic Lattices  
 

Jianke Yang and Zhigang Chen*  
 

Light propagation in periodic optical structures is drastically different from that in homogeneous media [1]. 
For instance, the periodic potential in the uniform waveguide arrays and photonic lattices gives rise to lattice 
solitons that would have been impossible in a homogeneous medium [2]. Light propagation in non-uniform 
waveguide arrays or photonic lattices is also of particular interest. In the linear regime, light may be locally 
trapped by a repulsive defect in the form of defect modes due to repeated Bragg reflections. At higher power, light 
tends to spread rather than focus in a Kerr medium. Recently, we have predicted and observed linear defect modes 
in optically-induced photonic lattices [3]. Here, we present our theoretical and experimental results on nonlinear 
defect-modes (defect-solitons) in optically-induced 1D photonic lattices with a single-site repulsive defect in a 
photorefractive crystal. We show that such defect solitons bifurcate from linear defect-modes as nonlinearity is 
increased. In addition, these defect solitons are fully stable.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1 Defect solitons in a repulsive defect. (a) the power      Fig. 2 Propagation of a Gaussian beam in the repulsive  
diagram; (b) the amplitude diagram (solid: numerical; dashed:    defected lattice (left col.), uniform lattice (middle col.),  
analytical); (c, d, e) profiles of three defect solitons at μ=        without lattice (right col.), at low (middle row) and  
2.95, 3.2 and 3.64 [marked by circles in (a, b)] respectively.      high (bottom row) powers. Top row: lattice intensity.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3 Experimental demonstration of a 1D lattice with a repulsive defect and observation of nonlinear defect modes. From left to 
right: lattice input and output, and probe beam (cylindrically focused into defect at input) output at low and high nonlinearity after 
20-mm propagation.  
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Optically-induced “photonic bandgap fiber” with a low 
 refractive index core  

 
Xiaosheng Wang, Zhigang Chen* and Jianke Yang  

 
One of the most intriguing properties of photonic bandgap (PBG) structures is a fundamentally 

different way of guiding light, as in a hollow-core photonic crystal fiber (PCF) [1]. Using the band 
gap properties in frequency domain, a beam with selected wavelengths can be guided in the 
low-index region, as has been proposed and demonstrated in air-core PCF, “Bragg fiber” or 
“Omniguide fiber”, and recently in all-solid PCF with a lower-index core. Such PBG materials or 
fibers typically require sophisticated fabrication technology, as the period in photonic crystals is 
usually in the range of wavelength and the desired refractive index contrast is typically very high. 
On the other hand, in waveguide lattices often the analyses of how a light field distributes itself 
focuses on the PBG of spatial frequency modes (propagation constant vs. transverse wave vector) 
[6]. Although recent work has revealed the possibility of PBG guidance in optically-induced 1D 
waveguide lattices, it remains to be a challenge to induce a PCF-like lattice structure and to spatially 
confine a light beam around its low-index core. Here we demonstrate the formation of Bessel-like 
photonic lattices by optical induction in a self-defocusing nonlinear crystal. Such ring-shaped 
lattices induce a ring-shaped periodic index change with a low index core in a 10-mm long 
photorefractive crystal. Such index structure is similar to those of Bragg fiber and Omniguide fiber, 
but it is reconfigurable with the index contrast on the order of 10

-3 
to 10

-4 
and the lattice period 

(“pitch”) on the order of tens of microns. The transition from discrete diffraction to bandgap 
guidance of a probe beam input at the low-index core is clearly observed by fine-tuning the lattice 
potential (as controlled by the lattice-beam intensity and/or the applied external voltage).  

 
Fig. 1: Intensity pattern of a ring lattice at input (a) 
and output (b) of a 10-mm long crystal. With a 
self-defocusing nonlinearity, the pattern induces a 
waveguide lattice akin to a PBG fiber with a 
low-index core. A higher intensity corresponds to 
a lower index. A broad white-light beam probing 
through thelattice shows a reversed contrast in 
intensity pattern (c). The lattice has a spacing of 
about 20 μm and is induced by a 532-nm laser 
beam.  

Fig. 2: Propagation of a probe beam (633 
nm, no nonlinear self-action) through the 
optically-induced low-index core. Top: 
Output intensity patterns at a fixed 
negative bias field of 1.4 kV/cm with 
increasing lattice intensity. Bottom: 
Output intensity patterns at fixed lattice 
intensity with increasing bias field (0.6, 
1.4, 1.7, and 2.0 kV/cm). Bandgap 
guidance is clearly visible in (c) and (g).  
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Discrete diffraction and solitons in light-induced Bessel-like photonic 
lattices  

 
Xiaosheng Wang, Zhigang Chen* and P.G. Kevrekidis  

 
Optical waveguide lattices provide a test bench for studying many intriguing phenomena of 

light propagation including discrete solitons (DS) [1-4]. Thus far, all experimental work on DS has 
been performed either in one-dimensional (1D) lattices or in two-dimensional (2D) lattices with no 
rotational symmetry (e.g., square lattices). Here we demonstrate for the first time the formation of 
Bessel-like photonic lattices by optical induction. Such ring-shaped lattices remain nearly invariant 
in a 10-mm long photorefractive nonlinear crystal. Discrete diffraction and discrete solitons are 
observed when a probe beam is launched both into the lattice center and into different lattice rings. 
In the former case (center excitation), we demonstrate a clear transition from discrete diffraction to 
linear single-channel guidance by fine-tuning the lattice potential and to nonlinear self-trapping of 
the probe beam by fine-tuning the self-focusing nonlinearity. In the latter case (off-center 
excitation), we also demonstrate controlled soliton rotation in different lattice rings by imposing an 
initial transverse momentum to the soliton. Our experimental results are in good agreement with the 
theoretical/numerical analysis of these effects. These rotary solitons are expected to play new roles 
in soliton-driven photonics [8], and their experimental realization might provide insights for 
studying similar phenomena in other nonlinear systems of periodic ring structures.  

 
 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 1: Top: Intensity patterns of ring lattice at crystal input (a)and output (b) with a 4.0 kV/cm bias field. 
The intensity profile cross the ring lattice was inserted at the bottom of (a). Bottom: Transition from discrete 
diffraction to central channel guidance of a probe beam in ring lattice as the background illumination is 
enhanced gradually.  
 

Fig. 2: Transition from discrete diffraction (a, c) to 
nonlinear self-trapping (b, d) of a probe beam 
launched in the center (a, b) and the third ring (c, d) 
of the lattice. Patterns in (a, c) were taken 
instantaneously (<0.1 s) while those in (b, d) were 
taken in steady state. The arrow indicates the center 
of the ring lattice, and the cross indicates the input 
position of the probe beam.  
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Symmetric and anti-symmetric solitons and Bloch states in 
two-dimensional photonic lattices 

 

Cibo Lou, Liqin Tang, Jingjun Xu, Zhigang Chen* and P.G. Kevrekidis 

 
The dynamics of soliton propagation in coupled optical waveguides, from two coupled waveguides such as 

dual-core fiber couplers and directional couplers to three coupled waveguides and multiwaveguide arrays, has 
been studied extensively during the past decades.[1,2] Much of the earlier theoretical work focused on energy 
switching and stability of solitons in coupled waveguide structures. For instance, it has been shown that, in a 
dual-core coupler, symmetry breaking typically occurs such that a symmetric soliton becomes unstable when its 
energy exceeds a threshold value. We study the dynamics of off-site excitations in a two-dimensional 
weakly-coupled waveguide lattice. A single beam centered between two waveguides leads to an asymmetric beam 
profile as the nonlinearity reaches a threshold. When two probe beams are launched in parallel into two nearby 
off-site locations, they form symmetric or anti-symmetric (twisted)(Fig.1) soliton states depending on their relative 
phase. We also observe a transition from symmetric to anti-symmetric Bloch states(Fig.2) by launching a 
quasi-one-dimensional plane wave into the lattice. 
 
Fig. 1. (Color online) Interbeam site 
probing with two mutually coherent 
beams. Shown are the combined output 
beam profile (left) and the intensity 
pattern (middle) for (a) in-phase and (b) 
out-of-phase excitation. Right, simulation 
of dynamic evolution of two in-phase and 
out-of-phase beams launched at two 
interbeam site locations (x=−1.5 and 
x=1.5). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. (Color online) Probing with a stripe beam: (a) combined input of lattice and stripe beams; (b)–(d) 
output of the stripe beam at normalized intensities of (b) 0.2 and 0.8 after (c) 1 s and (d) 30 s. 
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Nonlinear Physics and Materials 

 

The passive Q-switched microchip Er/Yb glass laser pumped by laser 
diode 

 
Song Feng ,Wu Zhaohui, Liu Shujing, Cai Hong, Tian Jianguo, Zhang Guangyin 

 
An analytical model of passively Q-switched diode-pumped Er-Yb:glass laser with a  

Co2+:MgAl2O4 plate as a saturable absorber has been developed. Considering energy transfer 
between Er3+ and Yb3+, upconversion luminescence and the transition processes of the Co2+ in the 
Co2+:MgAl2O4 plate, rate equations of the passively Q-switched laser is presented and useful 
conclusions are drawn by numerical analysis in the paper. It is very useful to optimize these kind of 
lasers. 

Erbium doped glass laser is attractive for its compactness, economy, high efficiency, simple 
structure, and eye-safe wavelength (around 1.54μm). Laser diode pumped 1.54μm passive 
Q-switched erbium doped glass laser was reported in this letter. A laser diode with wavelength of 
973nm and output power of 1W was used to pump a 1mm Er/Yb co-doped phosphate glass. The 
concentrations of erbium and ytterbium are 1%wt and 21%wt respectively. A Co2+:MgAl2O4 slab 
crystal was used to be a passive Q-switcher. Q-switched pulses with repetition frequency of 800Hz, 
width of 7.4ns,peakpower of 2.2Kw and average power of 13.3mW were obtained when absorbed 
pump power was 500mW. A sandwich structure of the Q-switched microchip Er/Yb glass laser has 
also been demonstrated, which shows shorter pulse widthof 6.8ns. What’s more, we studied the 
dependence of pulse duration and repetition frequency on pump power. 
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（a） （b）
Fig.3. output pulses of the 1.54μm laser(cavity length is about 3mm).  (a) Output 
pulse train with the repetition rate of about 800Hz. (b) Single pulse with the width 
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Spectral Performance and Intensive Green Upconversion 
Luminescence in Er3+/Yb3+-codoped NaY(WO4)2 Crystal 

 
Song Feng, Han Lin, Su Jing  

 
 

Using Czochralski (CZ) pulling method, an Er3+/Yb3+-codoped NaY(WO4)2 crystal was 
prepared. Absorption spectra, emission spectra and excitation spectra of this crystal were measured 
at room temperature. Some optical parameters, such as intensity parameters, spontaneous emission 
probabilities and lifetimes, were calculated from absorption spectra with Judd-Ofelt (J-O) theory. 
Upconversion luminescence excited by a 970nm diode laser was studied. In this crystal, green 
upconversion luminescence is particularly intensive. Energy transfer mechanisms that play an 
important role in upconversion processes were analyzed. Two cross-relaxation processes: 4G11/2 + 
4I9/2   2H11/2 (or 4S3/2) + 2H11/2(or 4S3/2), and 4G11/2 + 4I15/2  2H11/2(or 4S3/2) + 2I13/2, which 
contribute to the intensive green luminescence under 378nm excitation, were put forward. 
Background energy transfer 4G11/2(Er3+) +2F7/2(Yb3+)  4F9/2( Er3+) +2F5/2(Yb3+) was also 
demonstrated. 
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Fig. 1: Emission spectra when excitation wavelength is 378, 406, 450, and 488nm. 
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Gain characteristics of high-concentration Er3+/Yb3+-codoped 
phosphate fiber amplifier 

 
Song Feng, Su Ruiyuan, Fu Qiang, Qin Bin, Tian Jianguo, Zhang Guangyin 

 
 

The gain characteristics of high-concentration Er3+/Yb3+-codoped phosphate fiber amplifier 
pumped with 980nm wavelength are theoretically studied in this paper. In order to shorten the 
length of optical devices, high doping concentration is needed. But when the Er3+ concentration 
exceeds 1.0×1025ions/m3, the effects of up-conversion and cross-relaxation can’t be neglected. In 
this analytical model, the up-conversion and cross-relaxation effects are taken into consideration. So 
it is suitable for analyzing the gain characteristics of high-concentration fiber amplifier.  

With the rate equations and the propagation equation of Er3+/Yb3+-codoped phosphate fiber, we 
analyzed the effects of concentrations of Er3+ and Yb3+, pump power, signal power and fiber length 
on the gain characteristics of the co-doped fiber amplifier. Comparison with single erbium-doped 
fiber amplifier was also made. It can be shown that the sensitization of Yb3+ decreases the cluster 
effect of erbium ions in the fiber and the gain and pump efficiency of Er3+/Yb3+ co-doped fiber are 
apparently higher than that of single erbium-doped fiber. Numerical results also demonstrate that 
under suitable concentrations of Er3+ and Yb3+, considerable signal gain, 10dB, can be achieved in a 
3.2cm-long fiber amplifier with 20dBm(100mW) pumping power at 980 nm. 

Figure 1 shows the gain as a function of the fiber length. Under different pump powers, the 
gain can reach the maximum at suitable length and then decrease for longer fiber. 
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A Simplified transformation circle theory in analyzing laser 
resonator 

 
Song Feng, Wu Yanxiong, Zhou Feng, Liu Shujing, Tian Jianguo, Zhang Guangyin 

 
 

A method to analyze laser resonator, transformation circle theory is simpler. In this paper, 
further simplification was made and only circles in the theory and simple mathematic knowledge 　
were used to analyze the stability and calculate the parameters of the laser resonator, which further 
simplifies the transformation theory. The results agree with the well-known matrix theory. A 
two-mirror and three-mirror (including a thermal lens) laser resonators were illustrated to give the 
stability formula and the Guassian beam dimensions on the mirrors. Furthermore, we give a 
common used example when the laser medium is close to the cavity mirror. 

The experiment set-up is as follow: 
    Fl Fl

’  is twice as long as the beam parameter b0,  circles represents the wave　 -front of the 
Gaussian beam, R is the curvature radius of  circle　 , w is waist radius. 

It is simple and direct to use the transformation circle theory to analyze the stability property of 
the two-mirror and three-mirror resonator. We only use  circles and simple mathematic 　
knowledge to calculate and the results agree with the well-known matrix theory. The formulas of 
the facula size on the mirrors can be analyzed and calculated with the Matlab program. We also 
analyze a common used example that the laser medium is close to the cavity mirror, and get the 
stability criterion and the formula of the facula size. In the end we give a method to measure the 
focal length of the thermal lens according to the stability of the resonator. 
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Coordinate transformation and coordinate mapping for numerical 
simulation of Z-scan measurements 

 
Wei-Ping Zang, Jian-Guo Tian, Zhi-Bo Liu, Wen-Yuan Zhou, Feng Song, Chun-Ping Zhang 

 
 
The beam propagation in thin nonlinear media has been analyzed and modeled extensively. 

But the analyses of beam propagation in thick nonlinear media are usually more complicated and 
difficult. In higher-power regimes, numerical techniques are usually applied. But for conventional 
numerical methods, a significant amount of computer CPU time is always required. 

We apply CTM (coordinate transformation method) to improve the numerical efficiency of 
beam propagation and CMM (coordinate mapping method) to improve the numerical efficiency of 
numerical simulation of Z-scan measurements. The numerical analyses show that the numerical 
efficiency of the analyses on beam propagation enhances at least two orders of magnitude and total 
numerical efficiency of numerical simulation of Z-scan characteristics enhances at least three orders 
of magnitude, compared with that of CM (conventional method). For CW laser beam and pulsed 
laser beam, we applied these new methods to analyze the peak-to-valley normalized transmittance 
difference for closed-aperture Z-scan as the function of medium length and nonlinear refraction of 
medium. 

 
Fig. 1: Computational time taken by CM, CTM and CMM for numerical simulation of 

Z-scan measurements. The medium length is scaled by Rayleigh length z0, and 
the temporal unit is second.  
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Effect of coupling between linear absorption and nonlinear absorption 
on Z-scan measurements 

 
Wei-Ping Zang, Jian-Guo Tian, Zhi-Bo Liu, Wen-Yuan Zhou, Feng Song, Chun-Ping Zhang 

 
 
The beam propagation in a thin nonlinear medium has already been analyzed and modeled 

extensively. But the analysis of Gaussian beam propagation in a thick nonlinear medium is usually 
more complicated. Some analytical approaches have been applied, most of them involve the 
aberrationless approximation, and the results are only correct to the first order in irradiance. 

We have analyzed open-aperture Z-scan with multiphoton absorption by coordinate 
transformation. The approximate closed-form solution is obtained. The coupling between linear 
absorption and nonlinear absorption is also analyzed in detail. Results show that not only the 
magnitude of the absorption dip, but also the position of absorption dip of the normalized 
transmittance of open-aperture Z-scan is affected seriously by linear absorption coefficient. 

 

 
Fig. 1: The absorption dip of normalized transmittance versus the linear absorption 

coefficient. The real medium length is 04z , and 12 =α . 
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Z-scan analysis for near top-hat beams 
 

Yang Xin-Jiang, Zang Wei-Ping, Tian Jian-Guo, Liu Zhi-Bo, Zhou Wen-Yuan,Cao Pi-Jia, Zhang 
Chun-Ping, Zhang Guang-Yin 

 
 
Using fast Hankel transform, we analyze the Z-scan theory of thin optically nonlinear medium. 

We discuss the characteristics of Z-scan curves under near top-hat beams. Meanwhile, the influence 
of the ratio (diaphragm-girdling ratio) of the limiting diaphragm radius to the expanded beams 
radius on normalized transmittance using near top-hat beams under closed-aperture is analyzed. 
Through theoretical analysis, the ratio with the best sensitivity is given. At last we analyze the 
influence of the size of the far field diaphragm on normalized transmittance under the experimental 
configure with the best sensitivity. 

 

 
Fig. 1: The comparison of the normalized transmittance using near top-hat beams under 

different diaphragm-girdling ratios 1wa  with the one using Gaussian beams 
for a nonlinear phase shift of 1. 
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Study on Z-scan characteristics for a large nonlinear phase shift 
 

  Shu-Qi Chen, Zhi-Bo Liu, Wei-Ping Zang, Jian-Guo Tian, Wen-Yuan Zhou, 
 Feng Song, Chun-Ping Zhang 

 
 
To obtain unknown parameters reliably, it is necessary to make comprehensive analyses of 

Z-scan measurements. The Gaussian decomposition (GD) method has been usually used for 
analyses of Z-scan measurements with a thin nonlinear medium. However, the GD method for 
Z-scan is generally considered to be suitable only for the case of a small nonlinear phase shift and 
thin medium.  

Using the Gaussian decomposition (GD) method, we here studied the characteristics of a Z 
scan for a thin nonlinear medium with a large nonlinear phase shift induced by a pulsed laser. It has 
been verified that the GD method is still valid for analyses of Z-scan measurements with a large 
nonlinear phase shift and is better than some others, i.e., Fresnel–Kirchhoff diffraction and the 
aberration-free approximation model. By comparing the peak-to-valley configuration of Z-scan 
curves for a large nonlinear phase shift induced by a pulsed laser with that by a cw laser, we found 
that some peak-to-valley features of Z-scan curves appear as the aperture size or the light intensity 
increases in the case of a large nonlinear phase shift. We carried out the Z-scan experiments of pure 
CS2 by a picosecond pulsed laser to verify the theoretical calculations in the case of a large 
nonlinear phase shift. The experimental results agree well with the theoretical calculations. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Experimental and calculated Z-scan curves for different △Φ0: 0.2π, 0.7π, 1.4

π, and 3.0π. The dimensionless aperture radius Ya=0.250. 
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Characteristics of co-existence of third-order and transient thermally 
induced optical nonlinearities in nanosecond regime 

 
  Zhi-Bo Liu, Wen-Yuan Zhou, Jian-Guo Tian, Shu-Qi Chen, Wei-Ping Zang, Feng Song, 

Chun-Ping Zhang  
 

 
We report the experimental results on characteristics of co-existence of third-order and 

transient thermally induced optical nonlinearities using a nanosecond pulse laser and CS2 solutions 
of nigrosine. Results show that thermally induced optical nonlinearity is very sensitive to linear 
absorption, beam waist size and pulsewidth. Numerical simulations obtained by solving 
simultaneously acoustic and electromagnetic wave equations, agrees basically with experimental 
results. Meanwhile, the transition of optical nonlinearity from self-focusing pattern to 
self-defocusing pattern was observed when the contribution from thermally induced optical 
nonlinearity exceeds that from third-order optical nonlinearity. 

 
Fig. 1: Closed-aperture z-scan curves for different pulsewidth pτ : 5.60ns, 5.93ns, 

6.97ns, 9.17ns, 11.68ns and 14.75ns. The beam waist radius 0ω  is mμ9 , and 
linear absorption coefficient 0α  is 1102.0 −cm . The solid line is the z-scan 
curve of pure CS2. 
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Fabrication of Dammann Gratings in Silica Glass Using a Filament of 
Femtosecond Laser 

 
 

Yudong LI, Wataru WATANABE, Takayuki TAMAKI, Junji NISHII and Kazuyoshi ITOH 
 

 
The Dammann grating is one kind of useful binary optical elements. We fabricated a 

single-layer birefringence-free 5 _ 5 Dammann grating in silica glass using the filamentation of 800 
nm femtosecond laser pulses. The diffraction efficiency of the Dammann grating reached 56%, 
which is close to the theoretical value of 77%. 

 

 
Fig. 1  Part of the fabricated 5×5 Damman grating 
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Micro-fabrication by femtosecond laser pulses 
 

Yudong Li, Jianguo Tian, Qian Sun 
 

 
Optical microstructures are very important for the realization of multifunctional optics and 

photonics devices. In this paper, we reviewed the micro-fabricational technology by femtosecond 
laser pulses. Normal technologies, such as optical lithography, can only be used to introduce 
microstructures on plane surfaces of a limited number of materials. In the last decade, with the 
development of commercial femtosecond laser, it has been proven that micro-structuring with 
femtosecond laser pulses is an excellent tool for free design micro-fabrication of almost all kinds of 
materials. The high peak power of the incident femtosecond pulses makes nonlinear process occur 
not only in the light-sensitive polymerizations and metals (for example, copper) but also in the 
transparent media such as glass and crystals. When femtosecond laser pulses are tightly focused 
inside transparent materials, multi-photon absorption occurs and the micro-scale permanent 
structural modifications can be obtained. With the scanning of the focus of the femtosecond laser 
pulses, many types of 2 and 3-dimensional optical structures, including optical memory, 
waveguides, gratings and couplers, were produced successfully inside a wide variety of transparent 
materials. The surface micro-fabrication of transparent materials and metals can be realized by 
focusing or interfering the femtosecond laser pulses on the surfaces of the media. 
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The influence of humidity on the shear-force between tip and sample 
in NSOM using piezo-electric fork 

 
Tianhao Zhang,  Zheyu Fang,  Jianya Zheng,  Limo Gao,  Haidong Yang,  Meirong Yin,  Jia 

Yang,  Yanzhen Luv,  Huizhen Kang,  Dapeng Yang,  Huizhan Yang 
 
 

The distanced between tip and sample can be regulated using piezo-electric quartz fork glued 
with micro optic fiber probe. In this work the relationships of the electric current flows through the 
fork vs. T-S distance under different humidity are measured. The I-d curve and the action distance 
for shear force are influenced by environment humidity. Furthermore, the intrinsic reasons for shear 
force damping between tip and sample have been confirmed and developed i.e. the water and 
hydrocarbon coupled between optic fiber probe and sample due to the capillary cohesion force. 
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Near-Field Scanning Optical Microscope with the application of 

Surface Plasma Resonance (SPR) 
 

Zhang-Tianhao  Fang-Zheyu  Zheng-Jianya  Gao-Limo  Yin-Meirong  Wu-Xue  Jia-Feng 
 
 

The NSOM based on SPR technique is established. A new kind of Kretschmann type of SPR is 
designed. The plasma with a gradient of thickness is fabricated using prism covered by gold film. 
The curve of SPR depending on the angel of incident beam is measured. The image of gold film on 
plasma is obtained at the SPR situation using this NSOM based on SPR technique. The 
experimental result indicates that the signal intensity and S/N ratio and the resolution for NSOM are 
greatly improved based on this type of technique. 
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Experiment of SrBaNbO3 PR SEW 

    
Zhang Tian-hao, Lu Yan-zhen, Kang Hui-zhen, Yang Da-peng, Zheng Jian-ya, Fang Zhe-yu,  

Lou Ci-bo, Yang Jia, Yang Hui-zhan, Yin Mei-rong  
 

Photorefractive surface electromagnetic wave (PR SEW) at the interface between SBN crystal 
and air based on drift and diffusion mechanism was observed experimentally for the first time. PR 
SEW can be formed when laser beam was incident at an angle of 55o in proper ratio of signal beam 
to background beam, and the intensity of PR SEW increases along with the increasing of additional 
electric field. 

 
            (a)                      (c)                      (e)    

           (b)                       (d)                     (f)    
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PR SEW at the interface between SBN crystal and air. PR SEW is 
generated at the place where the narrow long facula is in (b), (d), (f). (a), 
(c), (e)are the images of the surface 2 without additional electric field; 
(b), (d), (f) are the images of the surface 2 with 3880V/cm, 5600V/cm 
and 5800V/cm additional electric field after 40 minutes respectively, and 
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Theoretical Research of PR SEW at the LiNbO3 -Air Interface 
 

Tianhao Zhang, Dapeng Yang, Yanzhen Lu, Huizhen Kang,  

Zheyu Fang, Zhijian Hu, Xiangkui Ren 
 
 

 The nonlinear photorefractive surface electromagnetic waves (PR SEW) based on PV effect at the 
LiNbO3-air interface is analyzed theoretically for the first time to our known. We show theoretically 
that when an extraordinarily polarized signal beam and an ordinarily polarized background beam 
are launched onto the interface between air and LiNbO3 crystal whose κ311>κ333, the refractive-index 
change Δn (induced by PV effect ) reverses its polarity. We have solved the equations numerically 
and the stationary solution of the signal beam is obtained, which decays from the crystal-air 
interface to the bulk of the crystal.  
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The optical field distribution of the PR SEW along the x axis at the LiNbO3-air 
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Photorefractive Surface Electromagenetic Waves at the Interface 
between SBN Crystal and Air 

 
Tianhao Zhang, Huizhen Kang, Yanzhen Lu, Dapeng Yang, Jianya Zheng, Cibo Lou, Jia Yang, 

Huizhan Yang and Meirong Yin 
 

It is the first time to experimentally observe Photorefractive surface electromagnetic waves at the 
interface between SBN and air with a drift-diffusion mechanism. The condition to produce this type 
of electromagnetic wave is : incident beam at an angle of 55o in proper ratio of signal beam to 
background beam, and the intensity of PRC SEW increases along with the increasing of additional 
electric field. 
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Photonics Materials and Advanced Fabrication Techniques 
 

In the field of Photonics Materials and Advanced Fabrication Techniques, we mainly 
focused on the nonlinear optical crystals, glass ceramics, nanoparticulate films, and photonic 
microstructure. More than 20 papers were published in international academic journals, one 
US and four national patents were issued, and one academic book was published. 

In 2005, we obtained some important results, such as tetravalent ions, Hf4+, doped 
LiNbO3 crystals were grown, which had high resistance against optical damage as highly 
MgO doped crystals when the doped concentration up to 4 mol%, and the OH− absorption 
peak corresponding to (HfNb

4+)--OH- located at 3500 cm-1. The glass ceramics with the 
composition of 30SiO2·15Al2O3·(50-x) PbF2·xCdF2·4ErF3·1YbF3 were prepared. Under the 
condition of optimization Pb/Cd ratio, the intensity of up-conversion luminescence increases 
20 times than former reported compositions of PbF2 and CdF2 in glass ceramics. TiO2 
nanoparticle films were prepared by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition. 
Experiments of phenol photodegradation show that the TiO2 film treated by O2 plasma 
presents much higher photocatalytic activity than that treated by TiCl4 plasma. 

A novel all-optical wavelength conversion (AOWC) based on the cascaded 
sum-frequency generation (SFG) and difference-frequency generation (DFG) in LiNbO3 

waveguides was theoretically studied. The domain reversal characteristics of the MgO-doped 
LiNbO3 single crystals with different Mg doping levels have been investigated, and the 
switching field is found to decrease with the increasing of Mg concentration. A nonlinear 
dependence of switching field on the concentration of anti-site niobium +4

LiNb  ions was 
observed. This nonlinear relationship was explained by a two-dimensional model based on 
the dynamics of the domain wall. A parameter of θc, denoting the critical position of the 
domain wall round +4

LiNb  ions, was introduced to describe domain reversal. 
These researches were supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China, 

the Ministry of Education of China, the Natural Science Foundation of Tianjin and Nankai 
University. 

In 2005, three new projects were funded by the National Natural Science Foundation of 
China. Associate professor Lijuan Zhao came back form Germany after two years 
post-doctor research, and Dr Li Wu joined our team after graduated from the Institute of 
Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. 

 
Prof. Yongfa Kong 
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The H+ related defects involved in domain reversal for both 
near-stoichiometric and heavily Mg-doped lithium niobate 

crystals 
 

W. Yan, Y. Kong, L. Shi, J. Yao, S. Chen, L. Sun, D. Zhao, J. Xu, and G. Zhang 
 
 

Domain reversal was performed on both near-stoichiometric and heavily Mg-doped lithium niobate 
crystals. H+ related defect structures in these two types of crystals were studied through the infrared 
absorption spectra. It is found that the intensity of some decomposed peaks of absorption band change 
apparently during domain reversal for near-stoichiometric lithium niobate crystals but not for heavily 
Mg-doped lithium niobate crystals. According to these experimental results, distinct models about H+ 
related defect structure in LiNbO3 lattice were supposed for them. +4

LiNb  and −3
NbMg  were considered 

as the centers of H+ related defect complex for near-stoichiometric and heavily Mg-doped lithium niobate 
crystals respectively. Different behavior of them was used to explain the difference of infrared absorption 
spectra during domain reversal between two types of crystals. 

 
Fig. 1. The OH− absorption spectra of near-stoichiometric LN and heavily Mg-doped LN: (a), (b), (c), (d) 
are corresponding to samples L49.5, L49.7, L49.9 and L6.0; the dash, solid and dot curve denote different 
sample status of virgin, domain-reversed, and heat-treated, respectively. 
 
Supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (60108001) 
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The composition dependence and new assignment of the Raman 
spectrum in lithium tantalate 

 
Lihong Shi, Yongfa Kong, Jun Sun, Shaolin Chen, Jingjun Xu, and Guangyin Zhang 

 
 
The Raman scattering spectra of lithium tantalate crystals with different compositions were 

investigated. The comparison of the Raman data obtained for the congruent and the near-stoichiometric 
crystals reveals some differences in the shape and the number of Raman peaks, which lead to a new 
assignment of the long-wavelength optical phonons. And quantitative relationships between the linewidth 
of Raman peaks (142 cm-1 for E-phonon and 861 cm-1 for A1-phonon) and the crystal composition were 
firstly presented. Two local Raman lines, 278 cm-1 and 750 cm-1, were found for the congruent crystals 
and attributed to the intrinsic defects, Li vacancy and anti-site Ta ion, respectively. 
 

Table 1  The new assignment of E phonon characteristics for LiTaO3 

E(TO) 142 190 208 251 314 378 462 591 661 

E(LO) 142 190 280 314 343 380 462 661 865 
 

The dependence of Li2O composition CLi on the halfwidth Γ of Raman bands are 
CLi = 51.45 – 0.2945Γ  (for the 142 cm-1 phonon)  

and  CLi = 52.42 – 0.1380Γ  (for the 861 cm-1 band), 
where CLi is in mol% and Γ  in cm-1. 

The dependence of concentration of −
LiV  and +4

LiTa  on the integral area of Raman peak are 

LiVC  =30.67 × 278
normalS    

and   
LiTaC  =182.01 × 750

normalS   
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Photorefractive properties of near-stoichiometric lithium niobate 
crystals doped with iron 

 
Hongde Liu, Xiang Xie, Yongfa Kong, Wenbo Yan, Xiaochun Li, Lihong Shi 

Jingjun Xu, and Guangyin Zhang 
 
 

Near-stoichiometric lithium niobate crystals doped with iron were prepared by vapor transport 
equilibration (VTE) method. The gain coefficient of these samples were measured and compared to the 
near-stoichiometric lithium niobate crystals prepared by double-crucible method, and the diffraction 
efficiency, recording time and erasing time were also done. The dynamic range coefficient (M/#) and 
homogeneity of the composition in the crystals were investigated too. The results showed that VTE 
method effectively improve the photorefractive response speed of iron-doped congruent crystals, which 
was helpful in applying lithium niobate crystals in volume holographic storage processing. 
 

Table 1. The composition and gain coefficient of of lithium niobate crystals used in this study 

No. Sample 
Li2O concentration 

(xc : % ) 
Gain coefficient 

(Γ: cm-1 ) 
1C 0.02wt% Fe-doped CLN 48.38 34 
1S 0.02wt% Fe-doped SLN 49.96 38 
2C 0.025wt% Fe-doped CLN 48.38 33 
2S 0.025wt% Fe-doped SLN 49.97 40 
3C 0.03wt% Fe-doped CLN 48.38 35 
3S 0.03wt% Fe-doped SLN 49.93 42 

 
Table 2. The photorefractive properties of congruent and stoichiometric lithium niobate crystals with 

different doping composition. 

No. 
Diff. efficiency

(η: % ) 
Recording time

(τr : s ) 
Erasing time 

(τe : s ) 
Dynamic range 

(M/#) 
1C 45 125 630 2.29 
1S 55 70 545 3.75 
2C 45 80 450 1.82 
2S 56 35 255 2.82 
3C 49 55 380 1.89 
3S 57 35 245 3.79 
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The relationship between the switching field and the intrinsic 
defects in near-stoichiometric lithium niobate crystals 

 
Wenbo Yan, Yongfa Kong, Shaolin Chen, Ling Zhang, Ziheng Huang, Shiguo Liu 

Jingjun Xuand Guangyin Zhang 
 
 

Several near-stoichiometric lithium niobate (LiNbO3) plates were prepared by the vapour transport 
equilibrium technique. Domain reversal was carried out on these samples by electric field poling. A 
nonlinear dependence of switching field on the concentration of anti-site niobium ( +4

LiNb ) ions was 
observed. This nonlinear relationship was explained by a two-dimensional model based on the dynamics 
of the domain wall. A parameter of θc, denoting the critical position of the domain wall round +4

LiNb  ions, 
was introduced to describe domain reversal. The domain wall energy per unit area for near-stoichiometric 
lithium niobate was also roughly calculated to be larger than 0.27 Jm-2. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. The switching field Ec as a function of Li composition C (top x-axis) and the +4
LiNb  

concentration x (bottom x-axis) in the crystal.  
Ec = 11.4 (x -0.06)1/3 

Figure 2. The schematic of a two-dimensional model of a pinned domain wall under an applied electric 
field. 

3/1sin
x

dP
E

s

cw
c

θσ
=  

where Ps is the spontaneous polarization, d the distance between two Li+ ions along the y-axis and σw the 
domain wall energy per unit area. 
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 The optical damage resistance and absorption spectra of 
LiNbO3:Hf crystals 

 
Shiguo Liu, Shuqi Li, Yongfa Kong, Ling Zhang, Ziheng Hang, Shaolin Chen and Jingjun Xu 

 
 
Highly HfO2 doped lithium niobate crystals have been grown. The experimental results indicate that 

LiNbO3: Hf (up to 4 mol%) can withstand the same light intensity of 5×105 W/cm2 as LiNbO3: Mg (6.5 
mol%). And the OH− absorption bands of these LiNbO3: Hf crystals shift to 3487 cm-1 from 3484 cm-1 of 
congruent pure LiNbO3. The difference spectra and fitting treatments show the OH− absorption peak 
corresponding to (HfNb

4+)--OH- locates at 3500 cm-1. 
 

       
(a)                (b)                (c)               (d) 

Figure 1. Distortion of transmitted argon laser beam spot. (a) 2mol% Hf; (b) 4mol% Hf; (c) 6mol% Hf; (d) 
6.5mol% Mg. The light intensity for (a) is 104W/cm2 and 5×105W/cm2 for (b), (c), and (d). 

 
Table 1. The maximum change of refractive index (Δnsat) of Hf-doped and Mg-doped lithium niobate 

crystals. 

Sample No. Doping level Δn (10-5) 

LN:Hf2 2.0mol% Hf 2.2 
LN:Hf4 4.0mol% Hf 0.87 
LN:Hf6 6.0mol% Hf 0.84 
LN:Mg6.5 6.5mol% Mg 0.78 

 
Table 2. The position of component peaks in the OH- absorption spectra of Hf-doped lithium niobate 

crystals. 

Sample Position of peaks (cm-1) 

LN:Hf2 3469.0 3480.2 3489.2  
LN:Hf4 (the top part)  3481.2 3490.2 3500.2 
LN:Hf4 (the bottom part)  3481.1 3490.1 3500.6 
LN:Hf6  3481.1 3490.2 3500.1 
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Effect of plasma treatment on surface properties 
of TiO2 nanoparticulate films 

 
Yaan Cao 

 
 

TiO2 nanoparticle films were prepared by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition, 
and subsequently, their surfaces were treated by TiCl4 and O2 plasmas, respectively. 
Experiments of phenol photodegradation show that the TiO2 film treated by O2 plasma 
presents much higher photocatalytic activity than that treated by TiCl4 plasma. X-ray 
photoelectron spectral analyses indicate that more active species, such as O2−, are formed 
on surface of the film treated by O2 plasma than that treated by TiCl4 plasma. The energy 
levels of the surface species and the photogenerated electronic transitions via these surface 
species are further investigated by surface photovoltage spectra  and electric field-induced 
surface photovoltage spectra. 
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Light Induced Interfacial Electron Transfer in Phenylcapped Aniline 
Tetramer /TiO2/ ITO Film Electrode 

 
Yaan, Cao 

 
 

TiO2 monolayer film and TiO2 sensitized with phenylcapped aniline tetramer (Pat) 
complex film(Pat/TiO2), were prepared by the rolling coat and soak method respectively. By 
means of surface photovoltage spectroscopy, cyclic voltammograms with irradiation(CAGI) 
and the photocurrent action spectra(PAS), the band gap and energy level of surface states of 
TiO2 monolayer film, the energy level of ground state, energy level gap(HOMO~LUMO) 
and energy level of dual polarons of phenylcapped aniline tetramer and the properties of 
photo-to-electric conversion of Pat/TiO2 complex film were investigated. By the results of 
SPS, CAGI and PAS and the energy band structure of the Pat/TiO2 complex film, the 
reasonable mechanism of interfacial electron transport in TiO2 sensitized with phenylcapped 
aniline tetramer film electrode was analysed.  
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All-optical wavelength conversion and the domain reversal of 
Mg:LN 

 
Yunlin Chen, Yongfen Luo, Juan Guo, Jianwei Yuan, Weiguo Yan, Binbin Zhou, Shaolin 

Chen, Jingjun Xu, Guangyin Zhang 
 
 

A novel all-optical wavelength conversion(AOWC) based on the cascaded 
sum-frequency generation(SFG) and difference-frequency generation(DFG) in LiNbO3 
waveguides have been theoretically studied. This novel wavelength convertor employing two 
pump sources place the input two pump wavelengths outside the optical communication 
band. It is easily realizing optimum coupling between punp wavelengths and signal 
wavelength since their wavelengths are relatively close to each other and the pump 
wavelenths don’t occupy the the communication band and the convertor have a characteristic 
of polarization-insensitive. Firstly, we established the theoretical model of the AOWC and 
gave out the coupled-mode equations of optical interaction in waveguide. Then we detailed 
deduced the coupled-mode equations step by step and gained an electric field expression of 
clear physical insight. Finally we analyzed the relation between the conversion efficiency 
and the device length, the pump powers ,and optimized the fabrication parameters for stable 
and high efficiency AOWC. 

Quasi-phase-matched second harmonic generation(SHG) in bulk periodically poled 
LiNbO3(PPLN) was studied , the coupled-wave equations for quasi-phase-matched SHG was 
accurately resolved, and the formula for calculating SHG conversion efficiency under 
focusing Gauss beams was given． The relations between focusing beam’s waist and crystal 
length  were analyzed．  Furthermore, the SHG cavity was optimized to obtain the 
maximum conversion efficiency． 

MgO-doped LiNbO3 crystal has been produced using the Czochralski method. The 
domain reversal characteristics of the MgO-doped LiNbO3 single crystals with different Mg 
doping levels have been investigated, and the switching field is found to decrease with the 
increasing of Mg concentration. The switching field for the domain reversal in the MgLN 
crystal doped with 6.5 mol.% MgO was ~4.6 KV/mm. This is about one fifth of the 
switching field for the congruent crystal. The resistance of the poling MgLN crystals as a 
function of Mg concentration was measured，and the influence of doping Mg on domain 
reversion for Mg-doped LiNbO3 is discussed, and explain the physical mechanism of the 
polarization switching of the MgLN crystals. 
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Effect of Nanocrystals on Up-conversion Luminescence of 
Er3+/Yb3+-Codoped Glass Ceramics∗ 

 
Hua Yu, Lijuan Zhao, Jie Meng, Qin Liang, Xuanyi Yu, Baiquan Tang, Jingjun Xu 

 
The oxyfluoride glass ceramics is a promising material for optical amplifiers and laser 

up-conversion applications[1,2]. These glass-ceramics shown efficient infrared-to-visible 
up-conversion luminescence under the infrared laser excitation. Most of investigations were 
focused on preparing of transparent glass-ceramics and up-conversion properties of rare 
earth ions under the infrared laser excitation. However, the properties of nanocrystals, which 
are decided by the stoichoimetric and treatment process, are very important to prepare high 
efficiency up-conversion glass-ceramics. There are no publications about stoichiometric 
proportion of nanocrystals and related up-conversion luminescent intensities. 

The glass ceramics with the composition of 
30SiO2·15Al2O3·(50-x)PbF2·xCdF2·4ErF3·1YbF3 (x= 0, 10, 22) were prepared. The 
crystallizability of the glass ceramics doped with Er3+ and Yb3+ ions is best when x=0, which 
means the rare earth ions doped in the PbF2 nanocrystals. The relative intensity of the red 
luminescence of Er3+ ions in the glass ceramics increases with decreasing of Cd content. The 
intensity of the up-conversion fluorescence could be decided mainly by the stoichiometric 
proportion of the nanocrystals. The suitable contend of CdF2 could modify crystal lattice 
field of the nanocrystals in the glass ceramics. The optimization ratio of PbF2 and CdF2 is 
found, which value is 40:10 in the oxyfluoride glasses. Under the condition of optimization 
Pb/Cd ratio, the intensity of up-conversion luminescence increases 20 times than former 
reported compositions of PbF2 and CdF2 in glass ceramics. 
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Annual report of fields in  
Spectral Characterization and Sensor Techniques 

 
In 2005, in the field of Spectral Characterization and Sensor Techniques, our group 

had published 25 papers in international reviewed academic Journals. Our research topics 

focus in the follow area: 

 

1、 RAMAN and FTIR spectroscopy in medicine application. 
Following papers are in this topic: 

 Studies on breast tumor tissues with ATR-FTIR spectroscopy 

 Studies on Breast Cancer Tissues With ATR-FTIR Spectroscopy 

 Investigation of Human Breast Tumors Tissues With ATR-FTIR Spectroscopy in Vitro 

 Confocal Raman Microspectroscopic Study of Human Breast Morphological Elements 

2、 Multi-dimensional spectroscopy and imaging spectra. 
Following papers are in this topic: 

 Three-dimensional fluorescence spectra of mineral oil and extraction method of 

characteristic parameters 

 Application of Depth-Analysis of Confocal Raman Micro-Spectroscopy to Chirography 

Identification 

 The Three-dimension Spectral Subtraction Fluorescence to Check Adulteration of Petrol by 

120# solvent naphtha 

 Microscopic Raman imaging spectra of PbS and its photo-oxidation products 

3、 The spectroscopy research of phase change in solid material. 
Following papers are in this topic: 

 Studies on Photoluminescence Characteristics of 1-An ilinonaphthalene-8-Sulfonate in Solid 

Matrixes 

 Microscopic Raman imaging spectra of PbS and its photo-oxidation products 

4、 RAMAN spectroscopy research of semiconductor and OLED. 
Following papers are in this topic: 

 Raman spectra of annealed self-assembled quantum dots 

 Performance Improvement of Polymer Light-emitting Diodes with Metal Fluoride Cathode 

 Study of Poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene):Poly (styrene sulfonate) by In-situ resonance 

Raman spectroscopy 

5、 Fluorescent characteristic of micro-mineral oil in water and solid powder. 
Following papers are in this topic: 

 Laser-induced fluorescent characteristic of micro-mineral oil in water 

 Fluorescence spectra of mineral oil-water intermixture 
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 Fluorescence Measurement of Oil Micro-contamination in Water with Optical Fiber 

Technique and it s Application 

 Solid Powder Fluorescence of Oil Cuttings 

 Spectra Study on the Quality Change of Deep Frying Edible Oils by Synchronous Scan 

Fluorescence Spectra 

6、 Near infrared spectroscopy experiment and algorithm research 
Following papers are in this topic: 

 Adopting the Method of Correlation Coefficient to Improve the Accuracy of the Xylene 

Isomer’s Prediction Model 

 Improving the Accuracy of Isomer’s PLS Prediction Model in Near Infrared Spectrum 

Analysis by Subtractive Spectra Technology 

 The application of Cross-correlation analysis in near infrared spectrum pretreatment   

 Adopting the method of near infrared spectrum to measure the ratio of primary hydroxyl 

group and second hydroxyl group in polyether polyol 

 Adopting cross-correlation algorithm for optimizing Model Transfer of Near infrared 

spectrum 

 The Orthogonal Polynomial Regression Method of M wavelength ult i—Radiation 

Thermometry  

7、 Other application spectroscopy research ,method and experiment. 
Following papers are in this topic: 

 The Optimum Design and Radiation Characteristics Research of Indoor Gas Infrared Source 

in the FTIR Emission Spectrometric Method. 

 The Measurement of Tumor Auto-fluorescence Spectra with Fiber Optical Biosensor 
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Studies on breast tumor tissues with ATR-FTIR spectroscopy 
Ge Yu ,Jialin Xu Yun Niu Cunzhou Zhang ,Chunping Zhang 

 
The original and deconvoluted spectra of Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) FTIR 

have been determined for both benign and malignant tumor tissues samples and the 
spectral differences have been investigated between the two types of samples. In 
comparison with the benign samples, the characteristic changes of malignant ones mainly 
involve: The prominent bands 1652 and 1645cm-1 due to the proteins in the α -helical 
and the unordered-random-coils substructures become stronger compared to those in 
the β -sheet and the turns substructures, suggesting that the former type of proteins 
increase in content in contrast to the later. The phospodiester band 1083 cm-1 of the 
nucleic acids becomes strongest on cancer tissues spectra and its area ratio to the amide II 
band 1548cm-1 rises greatly, indicating that the DNA content rises remarkably. The 
collagen proteins reduce in content while phosphorylated ones rise, and some hydrogen 
bonding is nearly broken in amino acid residue C-O (H) groups. The glycogen content 
decreases, and the CH2 content is higher than CH3 one. These results suggest that 
ATR-FTIR spectroscopy has the potential to become a powerful tool for biochemical 
studies and in vivo diagnosis of human breast cancers.  
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Raman spectra of annealed self-assembled quantum dots 
Bin Wang, Xiao xuan Xu, Yong chun Shu, Jiang hong Yao 

 
We have measured Raman spectra of annealed self-assembled In0.65Al0.35As 

quantum dots. The samples are annealed at either 600K or 700K; the annealed time is 
either 30 minutes or 60 minutes. We have systematically analyzed the changes of Raman 
spectra between the samples annealed and not annealed, and further studied the new 
characteristics of semiconductor quantum dots. It found that: 

1) After the structure of the annealed quantum dots is reorganized, the peak of like 
AlAs LO mode near 382cm-1 disappears, and the peak of the like InAs LO mode or TO 
mode near 200cm-1 appears. It shows that the original quantum dot disappears and the 
new quantum dot is created after annealing. 

2) After the quantum dots is annealed, the Raman spectra peaks' move is much more 
than that which is came form confinement effects in quantum dots by the phonon. 

3) The enhanced Raman phenomena exist universally in quantum dots. It shows that 
Raman spectrum is one of the powerful methods to examine the growth and components 
of quantum dots. 
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Three-dimensional fluorescence spectra of mineral oil and 
extraction method of characteristic parameters 

 
Liping Shang ，Xianyong Liu ，Xiaoxuan Xu， Jingjun Xu 

 
To realize the on-line fluorescence monitoring of mineral oil pollution in water, 
three-dimensional spectral characteristic of oil-water intermixtures must be studied and 
the characteristic must be extracted. Using excitation wavelength, fluorescence 
wavelength and fluorescence intensity as three-dimensional system of coordinate, 
through sampling and surface fitting, three-dimensional fluorogram is gotten, which can 
provide gist for oil discrimination when presented in contour chart (finger-print map of 
oils). But there is little difference between characteristics of three-dimensional 
fluorogram because of the similarity of constituent and structure of similar oils. Therefore 
this paper introduces quantitative analysis method-characteristic parameter method which 
starts with analyzing statistical characteristic of three-dimensional fluorogram. Using 
RFPC fluorescence spectrometer (Shimadzu, Japan), three-dimensional fluorescence 
spectra of diesel oil, machine oil, gasoline oil, crude oil are measured and parameterized. 
The result shows that as a quantitative classified discrimination method of 
three-dimensional fluorescence spectra, the parameter of characteristic parameter method 
possesses definiteness for three-dimensional fluorescence spectra, and it is applicable, 
available when used in oil discrimination.  
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.Laser-induced fluorescent characteristic of micro-mineral oil 
in water 

 
Liping Shang ，Xinzheng Zhang ，Jingjun Xu，Na Zhang 

 
Laser-induced fluorescence emission contains information about both spectra and 

time, so the different shapes, intensities and fluorescent lifetimes of fluorescence 
emission spectra can be used to measure the categories and contents of fluorescent 
substances with high sensitivity and good selectivity. To measure the oil 
micro-contamination in water, we utilized femtosecond ultraviolet laser pulse (fs Laser: 
MaiTai, Spectra Physics, US) as driving source and gated enhanced type ICCD 
(Time-resolved Fluorescence Spectroscopy, Lavision, German) as detector. We carried 
through laser-induced fluorescence measurement on DaGang crude oils and machine oils, 
accomplished data processing, and analyzed the differences of shapes of fluorescence 
spectra and lifetimes between crude oil and refined oil.  
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Fluorescence spectra of mineral oil-water intermixture 
 

Liping Shang ，Xiaoxuan Xu ， Jingjun Xu ，Daying Xia ，Jinshan Shi 
 
 

Using highly pure water disposed by Milli-Qlabo purifying system of United States 
as background water, employing RF540 fluorescence spectrometer and selecting fourteen 
wavelengths as excitation wavelengths, this paper measured and analyzed excitation 
spectra and fluorescence spectra of oil-water intermixtures with different concentrations 
from eight domestic mineral crude oils, seven imported mineral crude oils and eight 
mineral product oils. Experiment results show that: all of these oils can emit fluorescence 
in broad range of excitation spectra, but the fluorescence quantum efficiency is different; 
optimal excitation wavelength is 254nm, while more effective excitation wavelength is 
360nm, and the corresponding optimal fluorescence detection wavelengths are 360nm 
and 460nm; with the increment of concentration, relative intensities of fluorescence also 
increase linearly, which shows that they have obvious positive correlation and the 
correlation coefficient is above 0.9. Thus using fluorescence method to directly measure 
the content of mineral crude oil and product oil in water is feasible. Based on the 
experimental work, combining transfer characteristic of optical fiber, the ranges of 
optimal excitation wavelength and detection wavelength of mineral oil in water are 
confirmed, which founds for the on-line fluorescence measurement with optical fiber of 
micro-content of mineral oil in water.  
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Application of Depth-Analysis of Confocal Raman 
Micro-Spectroscopy to Chirography Identification 

 
Lin Haibo , Xu Xiaoxuan , Wang Bin, Yang Yanyong, Zhang Cunzhou, Yu Gang, Li Jie 

 
Depth analysis of confocal Raman micro-spectroscopy was applied to chirography 

identification. The result indicated that depth analysis has potential application to forensic 
science field , especially in longitudinal identification of ink and inkpad. No matter what 
the spatial distributions of the signature pen and inkpad are , confocal Raman 
micro-spectroscopy can longitudinally distinguish those spatial differences. All those 
suggested that confocal Raman micro-spectroscopy is a fast ,simple , high sensitive and 
non-destructive technique. 
 

Fig. 1 Raman spectrum intensity in z-direction mapping of the sample 
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Studies on Photoluminescence Characteristics of 1-An 
ilinonaphthalene-8-Sulfonate in Solid Matrixes 

 
Yang Ren-Jie, Xu Xiao-xuan, Shang Li-ping, Xu Jialin, Yang Yanyong, Zhang Cunzhou 

 
The photoluminescence characteristics of 12 anilinonaph thalene282sulfonatein 

(ANS) in solid matrixes were studied. The fluorescence peak of ANS shifted to shorter 
wavelength in solid matrix compared with that in m ethanol solution, which is probably 
single molecular luminescence due to the limit to the motion of ANS molecules in solid 
environment, while the fluorescence peak of pure ANS powder shifted to longer 
wavelength due to the in ten se interaction among ANS molecules. The emission 
maximum in solid paraffin is the largest red shifted one due to the non-polar 
environments, while on the polar talcum surface there is a blue shifted one, which shows 
the solid microcosmic environments effects upon the properties of ANS fluorescence. 
Fluorescence lifetime is shortened because of the larger fluorescent emission rate in solid 
substrates. Relative quantum yields obviously increase due to the limit of the ANS 
molecules motion in solid environment, and the decrease of collision quenching. The 
results are important to obtain composition and physical properties of solid substrates, 
and significant to study the phenomenon of energy transfer in photochemical reaction. 

Fig. 1 ANS 
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Fluorescence Measurement of Oil Micro-contamination in 
Water with Optical Fiber Technique and it s Application 

 
Shang Li-ping, Xu Xiao-xuan, Xu Jing-jun, Shi Jinshan, Xia Daying 

 
 
Based on the theoretic analysis and experimental research of fluorescence spectral 

characteristic of mineral oil in water, a fluorescence measuring system of oil 
micro2contamination in water with optical fiber is developed and accomplished. The 
system performance test and experimental research in situ is carried out. The 
experimental results show that the application of the fiber optic sensing and transmitting 
technique to fluorescence oil measuring instrument is correct theoretically and reasonable 
schematically. This research provides a novel technical means for oil contamination in 
water monitoring. 
 
 

 
Fig. 1 fluorescence spectral of oils in different producing area 

a —Da Gang; b —Qing Hai; c —Xin Jiang; d —Sheng Li; 
e —Sheng Li mixed oil; f —Hui ZHou; g —the Central of Bo Hai; h —Qi Kong 
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Adopting the Method of Correlation Coefficient to Improve the 
Accuracy of the Xylene Isomer’s Prediction Model 

 
Wu Zhongchen, Xu Xiaoxuan, Li Qinan, Yu Gang, Zhang Cunzhou 

 
The concentration of the Benzene and its homologue’s mixture is measured by near 

infrared. Based on the fingerprint infrared spectrum database, array of correlation 
coefficient was first used to identify traditional para-xylene, meta-xylene, ortho-xylene’s 
mixture rapidly. This paper focuses on the detailed researches on the correlation 
coefficient in Near Infrared spectrum and point out it’s characteristics with 
multi-component solution; The paper also prove the principle which obtain the much 
accurate results when using high correlation coefficient for model building and give a 
practical experiment to test the conclusions by using para-xylene, meta-xylene, 
ortho-xylene’s mixture. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    Fig.1: Derivative spectrums and water correlation coefficient.   
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Solid Powder Fluorescence of Oil Cuttings 
 
Yang Ren-jie,Xu Xiao-xuan, Shang Li-ping, Xu Jia-lin, Yang Yan-yong, Zhang Cunzhou 
 
 

The solid powder fluorescence of oil cuttings was studied and we drawn a 
conclusion that in the range of certain oil concentration, the fluorescence intensity of the 
solid powder is linear with oil concentration in the powder of cuttings, with a regression 
coefficient of 0. 9936. But when the heavy oil concentration in the sample reaches a 
certain degree, the fluorescence intensity does not vary with oil concentration in the 
powder of cuttings, but its value does not equal zero. At the same time, the fluorescence 
quenching phenomena of oil cuttings were studied and the high concentration of heavy 
oil is the primary factor of the fluorescence quenching, which will causes non2linear 
relation between the fluorescence intensity and oil concentration in the powder of 
cuttings and results in false analytical data and error characters of spectra. From the study 
on the mechanism of concentration quenching of fluorescence, we obtained that the 
concentration quenching is mainly induced by the organic molecular interaction, such as 
formation of excimer and dimmer, intercrossing relaxation, etc. A comparison was made 
between the concentration quenching of solid powder fluorescence and the concentration 
quenching in solution. This showed that ( 1) when oil concentration of sample reaches a 
certain degree, the intensity of fluorescence keep s a constant in solid powder, but it 
equals zero in solution. (2) fluorescence peak of heavy oil locates at shorter wavelength 
in solid powder than that in solution. (3) the fluorescence quantum yield of heavy oil is 
larger in solid powder than that in solution. The study is important to develop a new 
analytical technique of quantitative fluorescence detector which can be app lied to the 
analysis of solid samples with pretreatment, and is significance for quantitative 
fluorescence logging and organic geochemistry. 
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Improving the Accuracy of Isomer’s PLS Prediction Model in 
Near Infrared Spectrum Analysis by Subtractive Spectra 

Technology 
 

Wu Zhongchen, Xu Xiaoxuan, Zhang Jing, Li Qinan, Zhang Cunzhou, Yu Gang 
 

The mixture of xylene’s isomer is quantificationally measured by near infrared 
spectrum in this paper. The accuracy of three different ways PLS modeling building, 
namely full spectrum modeling building, selecting the spectrum bands which have high 
correlation coefficient and selecting the spectrum bands which show a great difference by 
using subtractive spectra technology, are compared. The result show that the accuracy is 
much better than others by using the spectrum bands which is selected by subtractive 
spectra technology, because it can markedly overcome the overlapping of the isomer’s 
near infrared spectrum. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1: NIR spectra recorded on benzene and its homologue’s mixture  
in the wavelength range 700 to 1200 nm 
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The application of Cross-correlation analysis in near infrared 
spectrum pretreatment 

 
Wu Zhongchen, Xu Xiaoxuan, Zhang Jing, Li Qinan, Zhang Cunzhou, Yu Gang 

 
From the point of view of signal analysis, a new way to feature extraction of near 

infrared reflection spectroscopy by the correlation analysis theory was discussed. The 
benzene’s concentration is quantitatively measured adopting cross-correlation analysis 
with simple linear regression using near infrared spectrum, and the relation that the 
signal’s amplitude transformed by cross-correlation analysis is proportional to the 
concentration of the measured component is proved. The advantages and disadvantages 
of the cross-correlation analysis were discussed. Figure 1 shows that NIR spectra 
recorded on benzene samples in the wavelength range 700 to 1150 nm 
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Adopting the method of near infrared spectrum to measure the 
ratio of primary hydroxyl group and second hydroxyl group in 

polyether polyol 
 

Zhang Jing, XU Xiaoxuan, Wu Zhongchen, Yang Renjie, Yu Gang, Zhang Cunzhou 
 
 

This paper describes the application of infrared spectroscopy in examination the 
hydroxyl value of poyether polyol. The method of near infrared spectrum, combing with 
derivative spectrum and multiple linear regression, is applied to measure the ratio of 
primary hydroxyl group and second hydroxyl group in polyether polyol. We obtain the 
good predictive results by using the method in this experiment. The work is very helpful 
for the on-line measurement of polyether polyol. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1: The third differential spectrums of PPG 
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Performance Improvement of Polymer Light-emitting Diodes 
with Metal Fluoride Cathode 

 
Lin Hai-bo, Xu Xiao-xuan, Wu Hongbing, Wang Bin,Yu Gang, Zhang Cunzhou 
 
The electronic and optical performances of polymer light-emitting diodes of 

inserting lithium fluoride insulating layer between the metal cathode and active polymer 
are studied. As for the polymer light-emitting diodes, optimization of charge injection lies 
in the dominant factors for substantive improvement performance. Since it is minority 
carriers dominate the combination thus the radiation, heir injection takes priority over 
that of majority carriers. Generally insemiconducting polymers, holes are majority 
carriers while electrons minority, the carrier misbalance between electrons and holes 
further deteriorate in the fact that hole usually take possession of higher mobility and 
smaller injection barrier. To balance injection charge carriers and facilitate the electron 
injection, there are two commonly used stratagems in cathode fabrication. One is to 
employ low work function metals such as barium and calcium as cathode though they are 
susceptible to degradation upon water vapor and oxygen. The other choice is proposed to 
insert an insulating thin layer lithium fluoride between polymer/ electrode interfaces to 
build a bilayer cathode. As show in the experiment result, the LiF/Al 
double-layer-cathode devices are capariable with  
 

 
Fig. 1 External quantum efficiency curves of different-cathode PLEDs with P-PPV as active layer 
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Adopting cross-correlation algorithm for optimizing Model 
Transfer of Near infrared spectrum 

 
Wu Zhongchen, Xu Xiaoxuan, Yang Renjie, Zhang Jing, Yu Gang, Zhang Cunzhou 

 
This paper introduces an algorithm used for resolving calibration transfer in 

multivariate calibration of chemometrics. Model transfer is researched by 
cross-correlation in near infrared spectrum .The hypothesis that this is an inherent 
proportional constant between the two spectrums for model building measured by two 
different spectrometers after cross correlation analysis is put forward and approved. The 
compatibility of two models is enhanced after making up the proportional constant. So 
the good results are got. The figure 1 shows that the difference between two kinds of 
spectrometer was made up by adopting the cross-correlation analysis. 

 
 
   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1:   The Cross-correlation spectrum of Partial samples 
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Studies on Breast Cancer Tissues With ATR-FTIR 
Spectroscopy 

 
Yu Ge , Lu Shuhua , Xu Jialin, Zhang Cunzhou, Zhang Chunping 

 
 

Attenuated total reflection (ATR) FTIR spectra of benign and malignant breast 
tumor tissues from 32 female patients have been determined and investigated. The 
spectral differences and changes (shape, peak position and relative intensities) have been 
observed between these two types of samples. In comparison with the benign tumor 
tissues, the mainly characteristic changes of malignant breast tissues involve: 1) The 
secondary structure of proteins in malignant tumor tissues is composed mainly ofα2helix 
and random coil, in whichα2helix structure is dominant. 2) The absorption band near 
1160 cm- 1 due to the C2O (H) stretching modes of serine, threonine, tyrosine group s 
evidently shifted to a higher wavenumber, suggesting that the intermolecular hydrogen 
bonds were nearly broken, and the collagen absorption peaks at 1205 cm- 1 , 1278 cm- 1 
and 1338 cm- 1 became lower or disappeared, showing its relative contents decreased. 3) 
The bands from the symmetric and asymmetric stretching modes of the PO2 of the 
phosphodiester group s in nucleic acid shifted to 1083 cm- 1 and 1242 cm- 1 , 
respectively, and became stronger. All these indicated that the relative content of nucleic 
acid increased greatly. 4) The A2852 /A2870 and A2923 /A2958 absorbance ratio were 
significantly higher for malignant tumor tissues than for benign breast tumor tissues. This 
suggested that there were changes in the conformational structure of the methylene chains 
of membrane lip ids. These results showed that ATR-FTIR spectroscopy was able to 
become a powerful tool for the biochemical study and the vivo diagnosis of human breast 
cancers. 
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Investigation of Human Breast Tumors Tissues With 
ATR-FTIR Spectroscopy in Vitro 

 
Yu Ge, Lu Shuhua, Xu Jialin, Zhang Chunping, Zhang Guangyin 

 
Attenuated total reflection (ATR)FTIR spectra of breast tumor tissues from 38 

female patients have been determined and investigated. In comparison with the benign 
and normal tumor tissue, the mainly characteristic changes of these malignant tumor 
tissues in the spectra were observed in the symmetric and asymmetric stretching band of 
phosphodiester groups, which shifted to short wavenumber about 6cm-1 invas PO2- , and 
1220cm-1 band appeared in the corresponding second derivative spectra, which intensity 
increased. And also integral area ratiodisplayed and order of normal <benign <malignant. 
The absorption band near 1162cm-1 due to the C-O(H)stretching modes of serine, 
threonine, tyrosine groups evidently shifted to a higher wavenumber about 6cm-1,and the 
collagen absorption peaks at 1204cm-1,1281cm-1and 1339cm-1became lower or 
disappeared. The symmetric stretching modes of PO2-3 at 970 cm-1 from the 
phosphorylated proteins became stronger. The absorbance intensity ratio 
A1045/A1083,decreased,the A2852 /A2873  ，A2923/A2958  evidently increased.  

 
Fig. 1 ATR-FTIR spectra in the frequency region 1600 to 950 cm-1 of human breast tissue 
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Confocal Raman Microspectroscopic Study of Human Breast 
Morphological Elements 

 
Yu Ge, XU Xiao-xuan, LU Shu-hua, Song Zengfu, Zhang Cunzhou, Zhang Chunping 

 
 

Breast tissue sections were examined by means of confocal Raman spectroscopy 
with an excitation wavelength of 633nm. Acquired using a microscopic mapping 
approach with the sample volume ~2µm3, these spectra were compared with the ones of 
the commercially available actin, DNA, collagen (type I), triolein etc. Some spectra were 
distinguished and identified to be from and characterize the morphological elements like 
cell cytoplasm, extracellular matrix etc. The cell nucleus spectrum was also obtained by 
K-means cluster analysis. The correlation analysis showed that the spectrum from a 
morphological element is highly correlated with that from the corresponding purified 
chemical. The spectroscopic characterization of these morphological elements was then 
investigated. This study is helpful to understanding the chemical/morphological basis of 
the Raman spectrum and designing the Raman microspectroscopic model of human 
breast tissue. 
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Fig.1 Comparison of (A) cell cytoplasm and (B) actin;  

(C) extracellular matrix and (D) purified collagen (type I). 
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The Three-dimension Spectral Subtraction Fluorescence to 
Check Adulteration of Petrol by 120# solvent naphtha 

 
Yang Renjie, Xu Xiaoxuan, Shang Liping, Xu Jialin, Yang Yanyong, Zhang Cunzhou 

 
Studying on characteristics of a adulterated sample of diesel by 120# solvent 

naphtha by three-dimension Spectral Subtraction Fluorescence technique, we described 
that the technique may analyse fastly whether there is a adulterated sample of 120# 
solvent naphtha in diesel. At the same time, measuring the volume of three-dimension 
Spectral Subtraction Fluorescence graph, we find that this total volume is directly related 
to the concentration of the adulterant present in the sample. The study is important for us 
to analyse whether there is a adulterated sample of 120# solvent naphtha in diesel. and is 
significance for us of maintaining the stable of market. 
 

 
Fig. 1 The three-dimension fluorescence spectrum and fluorescence contour spectra of diesel oil 
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Study of Poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene):Poly (styrene 
sulfonate) by In-situ resonance Raman spectroscopy 

 
Lin Haibo, Xu Xiaoxuan, Wang Bin, Wu Binlin, Xu Jialin, Yu Gang, Yang Yanyong 

 
Poly (3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene)(PEDOT): Poly (styrene sulfonate)(PSS) has due 

to good stability and hig electronic conductivity in its doped state attracted a lot of 
interest for application in organic electronics. Indeed, thin layers of PEDOT: PSS are 
regularly used in light emitting diodes (PLEDs) as hole injection and transportation layer. 
Here, Doping and dedoping states of PEDOT:PSS are studied by absorbance spectra and 
Raman spectra. A new absorption band centered at 620 nm is observed on dedoped 
PEDOT: PSS. Consistently, Raman signals of dedoped PEDOT: PSS are resonantly 
intensified since the Raman excitation wavelength (633nm) is set in the enhanced 
absorption band. So it gives a sensitive way to study the doping and dedoping states of 
PEDOT: PSS. Furthermore, for the encapsulated polymer light-emitting diodes, Raman 
spectroscopy is a powerful way to study the polymer layers inside the devices. 
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 Fig.2: Raman spectral comparison between doping and dedoping PEDOT: PSS.  

Chemical structure of PEDOT is shown in the insert.
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The Orthogonal Polynomial Regression Method of M 
wavelength ult i—Radiation Thermometry 

 
Li Qinan, Xu Xiaoxuan, Wu Zhongchen, Song Ning, Zhang Cunzhou, Yu Gang 

 
 

A new data processing method of multi—wavelength radiation thermometry—the 
orthogonal polynomial regression method—was brought forward in this article on the 
base of variable emissivity. Comparing this method with the tradition data processing 
methods, it has the merit of simple principle, small operation and the small error of fitting 
true temperature, it can fit the true temperature of object fast and the result is accurate. 
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  Step regression method orthogonal polynomial regression methodtrue temperature of  

tungsten sueface

（K） 

fitting  temperature

（K） 

Relative error fitting  temperature

（K） 

Relative error 

1600 1608.9 0.56% 1603.2 0.20% 

1800 1807.9 0.44% 1803.1 0.17% 

2000 2002.3 0.12% 2002.7 0.13% 

2200 2182.2 0.81% 2201.8 0.08% 

2400 2375.0 1.04% 2400.3 0.01% 

 
Table 1: The fitting result comparison of tungsten surface 
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Microscopic Raman imaging spectra of PbS and its 
photo-oxidation products 

 
 Xu Jia-lin, Xu Xiao-xuan, Zhang Pan, Zhang Cunzhou, Yu Gang 

 
Spatially resolved molecular information on galena (PbS) crystals was obtained by 

microspectrometric Raman mapping through a high numerical aperture objective. 
Different experimental conditions were used: excitation power and crystal size. Spatially 
guided analysis was obtained from the spectra recorded in the point-by-point microprobe 
mapping mode with 0.5 µm spacing between the points. Multivariate data processing 
yielded the characteristic spectra of PbS and its degradation products. The Raman 
features of PbS were found to be weak under non-damaging excitation conditions. The 
laser-induced photochemical effect generates complete and irreversible oxidation reaction 
of PbS to a-PbO for particles of size of the order of micrometres. For larger PbS crystals, 
several lead oxysulphates including 4PbO·PbSO4, 3PbO·PbSO4 and PbO·PbSO4 were 
located by Raman mapping in the vicinity of the illuminated spot. 
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Fig.1: Raman spectrum (Stokes) of freshly cleaved galena recorded of an increase in laser power.  
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The optimum design and radiation characteristics research of 
indoor gas infrared source in the FTIR emission spectrometric 

method 
 

Li Qinan, Xu Xiaoxuan, Wu Zhongchen, Song Ning, Zhang Cunzhou, Yu Gang 
 

In this paper，the start point is to measure the emission spectra of the indoor 
high-temperature gas using the FTIR spectrometer；the geometric parameters of the gas 
radiation source are optimized under the condition that the spectrometer has certain 
resolution and can receive the fullest extent of radiation energy. The condition of gaining 
the non-continual and continual spectrum is discussed quantitatively in this article. In the 
end, the radiation characteristics of high-temperature gas are discussed. 
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Fig.2 The calculation of the energy that enters into the FTIR spectrometer 
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The Measurement of Tumor Auto-fluorescence Spectra with 
Fiber Optical Biosensor 

 
Zhang Pan, Yu Ge, Xu Xiao-xuan, Liu Yan-nan, Liang Jun, Zhang Cunzhou 

                                        
Fiber optical biosensor is a significant kind of modern biosensor systems. At present, 

many fiber optical biosensor systems depending on detecting fluorescence have been on 
sale. However, the fiber optical biosensor systems that could get the bio-informatics 
directly from the auto-fluorescence spectrum of biologic samples have not come into the 
market. In this situation, the author started some research on the samples of fresh human 
breast tissues by a self-made three-dimensional fluorescence fiber optical spectrometer. 
The peak value in normal tissue is on the position of 511nm, while it is on the position of 
513nm around the cancerous tissue, 518nm in the core of cancerous tissue. We can 
observe that the position of peak value has a trend to shift to right side from normal to 
cancerous tissues. On the other side, the intensity ratio of two primary peaks in normal 
tissue is 0.77, while it is 0.64 around the cancerous tissue and 0.58 in the core of 
cancerous tissue. We can observe that there is a decreasing trend from normal to 
cancerous. Furthermore, the article analyzes the source of the spectral difference and the 
origin of different fluorescent bands. Although there are still much work to do and lots of 
elements to reveal, it is definitely obvious that the fluorescence spectrum technique 
combined with fiber optical sensors technique would make great progress in on-line 
diagnosis of human cancer in near future. 
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    Fig.1: The auto-fluorescence spectrum of human breast tissues:(1) normal tissues, (2)beside 

the cancerous tissues,  (3)in the center of the cancerous tissues    
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Spectra Study on the Quality Change of Deep Frying Edible Oils 
by Synchronous Scan Fluorescence Spectra 

 
Jia Yan-hua,Xu Xiao-xuan, Yang Ren-jie, Liang Jun, Deng Dawei, Yang Yanyong, 

Zhang Cunzhou 
 

Several oils including oils that were not fried and fried oils were analyzed and 
studied by synchronous scan fluorescence spectra, and combined with infrared absorption 
spectra. Synchronous scan fluorescence giver a narrower and simpler spectrum and is of 
extensive use for multi-fluorescence analysis. In this method, both excitation and 
emission monochromators are scanned simultaneously keeping a fixed wavelength 
interval( λΔ )between them (constant λΔ mode).In our experiment, the optimization λΔ  
is 10nm. The synchronous scan fluorescence was obtained in the emission wavelength 
range of 250nm－700nm. Compared with fresh oils, in the fluorescence spectra image of 
fried oils, fluorescence peak value in 370-380nm disappeared, and two fluorescence peak 
value in 461nm and 479nm emerge. In 1745cm 1− , the intensity of infrared absorption 
increase. All of this indicate that the number of carbonyl( C=O ) increase, which is the 
same to chromatogram approximately. 

 
Fig.1   Difference of Infrared absorption spectrum of fried and unfried peanut attemper oil 
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Investigation of mode-locking mechanism and resonator 
design of ultrashort pulse lasers 

 
Zhang Guangyin, Zhang Xiaohua, Yan Caifan, Gu Xuewen, Wu Dinger 

 
 

This dissertation describes some work on the mode-locking and resonator 
design of ultrashort pulse lasers. The main points are as follows: 
  1. The luminescence dynamics of X-folded cavity Ti:sapphire femto-second laser 
has been measured, and the self-mode-locking mechanism and process of 
femto-second laser has been investigated systematically by means of 
propagation-circle and transform-circle graphic method.A new mode-locking 
mechanism, self-pulsing Kerr-lens and magnifying mode-locking have been put 
forward. 
  2. The sensitivity of Kerr-lens self-mode-locked dynamic sensitive resonator has 
been analyzed. Combined with dual-U curves denoting dynamic state, we analyzed 
the design and choice process of Kerr-lens self-mode-locked dynamic sensitive 
resonator. At the same time, we point that the Kerr-lens effect of lasing medium is 
the trigger factor for mode-locking operation.    
  3. The Kerr-lens mode-locking mechanism and process of Ti:sapphire 
femtosecond laser and pulsed Nd:YAG laser passively mode-locked with Cr4+:YAG 
has been discussed, and a new mode-locking mechanism, self-pulsing Kerr-lens 
switching and magnifying mode-locking resulted from optics chaos, has been put 
forward, which   the mode-locking mechanism of the two kinds of ultra-short 
pulse laser. 
  4. Three kinds of self-mode-locked resonator, equivalent nearly symmetrical 
resonator, equivalent asymmetrical resonator and resonator with mode-locked area 
magnified effectively, have been analyzed through transform-circle graphic theory. 
And the last kind of resonator which is easy to start and collimate has good stability. 
So it’s a novel kind of resonator that should be generalized. 
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Semiconductor Growth and Device Applications 

Semiconductor Growth Technology and Devices 
 

The progress in the area of semiconductor growth technology and devices is summarized as 
follows. 

1. Prof. Yongchun Shu et al., has grown GaAs material with high electron mobility, using a 
molecular beam epitaxy instrument. 

2. Prof. Yongchun Shu et al., has grown AlAs/GaAs distributed Bragg reflection mirrors. 
3. Prof. Zhangcheng Xu et al., has studied the carrier dynamics of submonolayer InGaAs/GaAs 

quantum dots, using low-temperature time-resolved photoluminescence. The results are very 
useful for understanding the corresponding devices based on submonolayer quantum dots. 

4. Prof. Zhangcheng Xu et al. started to build the lab of nano-photonics in 2005. In this lab, 
electro deposition of nano-Cu thin films on Si substrate was realized. The set-ups of studying 
the surface voltage spectrum and modulated reflectance spectrum of quantum dots, are built. 
The technique of using the Anodic Aluminum Oxide template to control the growth of ordered 
nano-structures has been developed. ZnCdS/Si heterojuctions have been fabricated via 
electro-deposition.   

In summary, we have just started to challenge in the area of semiconductor nano-material and 
devices. We believed that more promising progress will be made in the near future.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Semiconductor Growth and Device Applications 

Carrier Dynamics of Submonolayer InGaAs/GaAs 
Quantum-Dot-Quantum-Well Heterostructures  

 
Zhangcheng Xu, Yating Zhang, Jingjun Xu 

 
 

Submonolayer (SML) deposition is an alternative way of growing self-assembled quantum dots 
(QDs) [1]. It was verified that SML QD heterostructure is a structure with quantum dots embedded in a 
quantum well, i.e., a quantum-dot-quantum-well (QDQW) [2,3,4].  Here we study the carrier dynamics 
by means of time-resolved photoluminescence at 5 K, which is crucial to understand the corresponding 
devices.  

According to the growth mechanism of SML QDs, the smallest QDs are formed by perfectly 
vertically correlated 2D InAs islands, and have the lowest In content, while slight deviation from the 
perfect vertical correlation produces larger QDs with lower In content. The transient PL at different 
detection energies are shown in Fig. 1. The energy dependence of the PL decay and rise time is shown 
in Fig. 2. The larger QDs with higher emission energies have shorted exciton lifetime, due to the 
enhancement of the overlap of electron-hole wave-functions. The capture time of carriers into larger 
QDs are longer, which is consistent with the theoretical prediction on the size dependence of Auger 
capture of carriers to QDs. 
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Fig. 2 The energy dependence of PL 

decay and rise time

Fig.1 The transient PL of SML QDs at 
5K 
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MBE Growth of High Electron Mobility InP and GaAs Epilayers 
 

Shu Yongchun, Yao Jianghong, Lin Yaowang, Xing Xiaodong, Pi Biao 
 

 

The molecular beam epitaxial growth of high quality epilayers on (100) InP substrate using a valve 
phosphorous cracker cell over a wide range of P/In BEP ratio (2.0~7.0) and growth rate (0.437 and 
0.791μm/h).Experimental results show that electrical properties exhibit a pronounced dependence on 
growth parameters, which are growth rate, P/In BEP ratio, cracker zone temperature, and growth 
temperature. The parameters have been optimized carefully via the results of Hall measurements. For a 
typical sample,77K electron mobility of 4.57×104cm2/(V ·s) and electron concentration of 
1.55×1015cm-3 have been achieved with an epilayer thickness of 2.35μm at a growth temperature of 
370℃ by using a cracking zone temperature of 850℃. 

Modulation doped AlGaAs/ GaAs st ructures were grown on GaAs (100) substrate by solid source 
molecular beam epitaxy (SSMBE) system. The factors which influence the electron mobility were 
investigated. After growing InP based materials, growth conditions were deteriorated , but by an 
appropriate method and using reasonable process high electron mobility(77 K) of more than 1.50 ×105 
cm2 / (V ·s) can still be obtained. The structures and growth conditions have been studied and 
optimized via Hall measurements. For a typical sample, 2.0 K electron mobility as high as 1.78 ×106 
cm2 / (V ·s) is achieved , and the quantum Hall oscillation phenomena can be observed. 
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Fig.1:δ-doping Si structure 
Fig.2: Electron mobility and concentration of 
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The study of Optically Pumped Semiconductor (OPS) 
Vertical-External-Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers (VECSEL)  

 
Liu Rubin, Zhang Guanjie, Yao Jianghong, Lin Yaowang Shu Yongchun, 

 
 

Optical pumping semiconductor vertical-external-cavity surface-emitting lasers which incorporate 
the properties of conventional semiconductor lasers and semiconductor vertical cavity surface emitting 
lasers have many advantages such as high quality of output beam, high power and small bulk. As a 
result, this kind of laser has great and has attracted much attention. In this article, the properties and 
advantages of optical pumping semiconductor vertical-external-cavity surface-emitting lasers are 
introduced and the newest device developments are demonstrated. On the basis of these analyses, we 
point out the application potential and technology direction in the areas. 

Optically pumped semiconductor vertical-external-cavity surface-emitting lasers (OPS-VECSEL) 
which could generate the ultra-short pulse are presented. The characteristics and development of 
OPS-VECSEL are demonstrated about the laser’s pulse width, average output power, output 
wavelength and pulse repetition frequency. Furthermore, we point out the further development 
direction in the area. 
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Fig.1: the SEM image of DBR Fig.2: Reflectance spectrums of AlAs/GaAs 
DBR  (30 pairs, wavelength: 980nm) 
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The study of persistent photoconductivity and subband electronic 
properties of the two-dimensional electron gas in modulation doped 

GaAs/AlGaAs structure 
 

Shu Qiang, Lin Yaowang, Yao Jianghong, Shu Yongchun 
 

 
The electronic properties of GaAs/AlGaAs 2DEG have been studied by Quantum Hall effect and 

Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillation measurements. We found that the electron concentrations of two 
subbands increased simultaneity with the increasing total electron concentration, and the electron 
mobilities also increased clearly after illuminated. At the same time, we also found that the electronic 
quantum lifetime was becoming shorter, and the theoretical analysis was shown through the widths of 
integral quantum Hall plateaus. 

By low-temperature Hall and  Shubnikov-de Hass (SdH) measurements. We obtained that quantum 
lifetimes related to all-angle scattering events reduced from 0.64 ps to 0.52 ps after the sample was 
illuminated. However transport lifetimes related to large-angle scattering events increased from 42.3 ps 
to 67.8 ps. This indicated that small-angle scattering events became stronger. At the same time, the 
widths of the plateaus have become narrower. We believed that small-angle scattering events caused 
the varieties of the widths of the quantum Hall plateaus.  
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Fig.1: The Quantum Hall effect curves for sample Fig.2: SdH oscillation spectrum of the sample 
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The study of quantum dot infrared photodetector and Raman 
spectroscopy 

 
Zhang Guanjie, Shu Yongchun, Yao Jianghong, Wang Zhanguo 

 

 

Quantum dot infrared photodetectors (QDIPs) ideally have several advantages over quantum well 
infrared photodetectors. We discuss the theoretical advantages of QDIPs including their normal 
incidence response, lower dark current, higher responsivity and detectivity, etc. The newest 
experimental results in this area are also reported. Finally we point out some approaches that can 
further improve the capabilities of such devices. 

Raman scattering of InAs self-assembled quantum dots (QDs) with different thicknesses are 
performed at 77K. The vibrational mode which can be assigned to phonons of the dots was observed 
between the GaAs TO and the bulk InAs LO modes. The influence of strain effect and confinement 
effect were estimated from experimental result and calculated value. As the InAs deposited thickness L 
increases, the InAs-like LO mode shows a downward frequency shift, which can be attributed to the 
relaxation of the strain in the QD layer. In another experiment about samples with InAlAs strain buffer 
layer, the AlAs-like LO mode shows a blue shift as L increases, which indicates that the cladding layer 
on the islands also participates to the strain relaxation. 
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Fig.1: the AFM image of quantum dot Fig.2: Infrared absorption spectra of quantum dot
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1. Attendance 

The tenth international Conference on Photorefractive Effects, Materials, and Devices 
was successfully held in Sanya, Hainan, China, from July 19 to July 23, 2005. This 
conference attracted 125 attendants, including 73 regular attendants, 25 student attendants and 
27 companions. They were from 15 countries. The large number of student participants 
highlights the strong activity of the research in the photorefractive field. The list of 
participants is attached to this report.  

2. Papers, Proceeding and Presentations 

This conference received 140 full-length papers and they were published on Trends in 
Optics and Photonics Series (volume 99, editors: Guoquan Zhang, Detlef Kip, David Nolte 
and Jingjun Xu) by the Optical Society of America. These papers were divided into 10 
sections: Mateiral preparation and characterization: Inorganic (47 papers), Material 
preparation and characterization: organic (18 papers), Wave mixing (8 papers), Modeling (9 
papers), Solitons and optical lattices (15 papers), Applications: Storage (11 papers), 
Applications: Adaptive interferometry (10 papers), Applications: Laser Source (4 papers), 
Applications: Special filter (10 papers), Applications: Miscellaneous (8 papers). The material 
preparation and characterization continues to be an important element of the conference. 
Novel materials are continually being developed and new effects are being investigated 
intensively to pave the way for applications such as holographic storage, spectral filters, laser 
source and adaptive interferometric techniques. Sensitive detecting techniques based on 
adaptive interferometry are well developed and applied to practical problems. New 
phenomena such as dispersive-phase-coupling-induced superluminal light propagation are 
reported which use the well-understood mechanism of photorefractive wave mixing. The 
challenging topic of holographic storage is well represented and new recording techniques are 
reported with an emphasis on nonvolatile holographic recording. One of the significant 
advances in recent years is nonlinear light propagation in photo-induced optical lattices, in 
which nonlinear interaction between the light and the lattice leads to novel control of light 
propagation. All these developments confirm the vitality and versatility of this research field. 
Although the volume is divided into ten sections, the border among the different sections is 
somewhat blurred, as it must be. Additional copies of the Proceeding volume can be ordered 
directly by contacting the publisher of OSA or Dr. Lin Dorris who are responsible for editing 
this conference proceeding. 

Totally, 3 plenary talks, 11 invited talks, 62 oral talks and 101 posters were arranged in 
this conference. All the oral presentations were presented in a single conference room, while 
the posters were posted in an additional hall. 

3. Awards 

The photorefractive effects and materials offer a broad potential applications and 
practical devices such as non-destructive vibration sensors in the automotive or aeronautic 
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fields, holographic mass storage memories, new self-organizing laser sources for 
telecommunications, and so on. One of the main aims of such a meeting is also to promote the 
development of photorefractive based commercial systems. Therefore, a best application 
award was issued in every of this series of meeting. The best application award of this 
conference, for an amount of 2000 USD provided by Nankai University, OSA and the 
National Nature Science Foundation of China, was awarded to Marc GEORGES, Cédric 
THIZY, Philippe LEMAIRE (Centre Spatial de Liège, Liege Science Park, Angleur, Belgium) 
and Guy-Michel HUSTINX (OPTRION S.A., Avenue des Chasseurs Ardennais, Angleur, 
Belgium) for “Dynamic holographic interferometry with BSO crystals: Industrial system 
approach, applications and commercialisation”. 

 

 
 
To encourage the participation of students in scien
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300071, China. Tel/Fax: +86-22-23499944, email: bofang@
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Luxemburgerstr. 116, 50939 Koeln, Germany. Tel: +49 (0)
470 -7311, email: m.gather@uni-koeln.de
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4. Registration Fee and Financial Statement 

The registration fee for a regular attendant is 300 USD (pre-registration) or 350 USD 
(on-site registration). For a student, the registration fee is 200 USD (pre-registration) or 250 
USD (on-site registration). For a companion, the registration fee is 60 USD. This registration 
fee includes the meal fee during the conference. We also waive off the registration fee for the 
following participants in order to support them to attend this conference: Oksana 
Ostroverkhova (USA), M. P. Petrov (Russia), Mathieu Chauvet (France), Vera Marinova 
(Bulgaria), Sc. Irina I. Davidenko (UKRAINE), Nicolay A.Davidenko (UKRAINE), Ilya 
Steinberg (Russia), Roman Romashko (Russia), and Stanislav M. Shandarov (Russia). 

The Conference Budget is also attached in this report. The deficit will be covered by 
Nankai University. 

5. Conclusion 

This meeting was a full success, both for the large attendance for such a topical 
meeting, and for the quality of the presented scientific communications. The maturity reached 
by some of the photorefractive materials has now allowed the development of new industrial 
applications. Based on some communications presented here, other new applications are 
expected for the next coming years. 

The success of this meeting has convinced the scientific committee and the 
organizing committee to settle a new meeting on the same topics in 2007. This next meeting 
will be organized by Prof. Dana Anderson from Boulder University and Prof. Lambertus 
Hesselink from Stanford University in USA.  
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36 Zhuqing Jiang Regular China 
37 Yin Li Regular China 
38 Liyong Ren Regular China 
39 Shiquan Tao Regular China 
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40 Dayong Wang Regular China 
41 Baoli Yao Regular China 
42 Jianlin Zhao Regular China 
43 Baiquan Tang Regular China 
44 Qiang Gao Regular China 
45 Xuanyi Yu Regular China 
46 Guoquan Zhang Regular China 
47 Jingjun Xu Regular China 
48 Qian Sun Regular China 
49 Yongfa Kong Regular China 
50 Cibo Lou Regular China 
51 Qiang Wu Regular China 
52 Yudong Li Regular China 
53 Alexei A. Kamshilin Regular Finland 
54 Kimmo Paivasaari Regular Finland 
55 Delphine Wolfersberger Regular France 
56 Gérald ROOSEN Regular France 
57 Gilles Pauliat Regular France 
58 Jean Claude LAUNAY Regular France 
59 Jean-Pierre HUIGNARD Regular France 
60 Mathieu Chauvet Regular France 
61 Robert Frey Regular France 
62 Cornelia Denz Regular Germany 
63 Detlef Kip Regular Germany 
64 Eckhard Kraetzig Regular Germany 
65 Helge A. Eggert Regular Germany 
66 Jürgen Petter Regular Germany 
67 Karsten Buse Regular Germany 
68 Mirco Imlau Regular Germany 
69 Vladislav Matusevich Regular Germany 

70 Hideki Hatano Regular Japan 
71 Kazuo Kuroda Regular Japan 
72 LIU Youwen Regular Japan 
73 Qiao Haijun Regular Japan 
74 Ryushi Fujimura Regular Japan 
75 Tsutomu Shimura Regular Japan 
76 Yasuo Tomita Regular Japan 
77 Anatoly V. Khomenko Regular México 
78 Ewa Weinert-Raczka Regular Poland 
79 Mikhail Petrov Regular Russia 
80 Roman V. Romashko Regular Russia 
81 Sergey Sharangovich Regular Russia 
82 Stanislav M. Shandarov Regular Russia 
83 Yu. N. Kulchin  Regular Russia 
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84 Mercedes Carrascosa Regular Spain 
85 Gunter Peter Regular Switzerland 
86 Irina Davidenko Regular Ukraine 
87 Nicolay Davidenko Regular Ukraine 
88 Ruslan Lymarenko Regular Ukraine 
89 Chen Zhigang Regular USA 
90 Dana Anderson Regular USA 
91 David D. Nolte Regular USA 
92 Hans- Peter Wagner Regular USA 
93 Heidrun Schmitzer Regular USA 
94 Hesselink Lambertus Regular USA 
95 Mohammad Sayeh Regular USA 
96 Oksana Ostroverkhova Regular USA 
97 Yang Jianke Regular USA 
98 Yu Ping Regular USA 
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